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Abstract

Protein structure determination by electron diffraction of 3-dimensional protein microcrystals

Matthew Gregory Iadanza

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee:
Tamir Gonen
Affiliated Associate Professor, Department of Biochemistry
Group Leader, HHMI Janelia Farm Research Campus

Crystallographic methods for protein structure determination are well established and have provided valuable insight into the workings of the biological world. X-ray crystallography of three dimensional crystals has benefited from the development of high throughput screening methods, but the method still requires the production of large well ordered crystals. Crystal screening and optimization is an extremely time consuming bottleneck and many proteins, often of high biological interest, are simply not able to be crystallized. Electron crystallography of two dimensional crystals is a much more limited method applicable only to extremely thin two-dimensional crystals, usually composed of protein and lipid. This method has provided insight into the structures and protein-lipid interactions of some integral membrane proteins but is extremely low throughput and not broadly applicable. This work presents a new method for protein structure determination which is essentially a hybrid of these two methods. A focused electron beam is diffracted by very small three dimensional protein microcrystals allowing for diffraction data to
be collected from crystals at least six orders of magnitude smaller than those used for traditional X-ray crystallography. This method allows data collection and subsequent structure determination using crystals that would be considered ‘initial hits’ in a crystallization screen and would normally require a great deal of optimization before yielding data for structure determination. As proof of principle the structure of hen egg white lysozyme determined to 3.0 Å resolution by microcrystal electron diffraction is presented. The procedures for data collection are detailed as well as an explanation of new software developed for processing the resulting data and possible future refinements and improvements to the technique. With further refinement microcrystal electron diffraction may prove useful for many proteins that are currently considered intractable because of their failure to form large well ordered three dimensional crystals.
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1. Introduction

... All bodies of sensible magnitude, whether liquid or solid, are constituted of a vast number of extremely small particles, or atoms of matter bound together by a force of attraction, which is more or less powerful according to circumstances, and which as it endeavors to prevent their separation... ...it is one great importance of this work, to shew (sic) the importance and advantage of ascertaining the relative weights of the ultimate particles, both of simple and compound bodies, the number of simple elementary particles which constitute one compound particle, and the number of less compound particles which enter into the formation of one more compound particle.

John Dalton

A New System of Chemical Philosophy 1803

In his seminal 1803 work A New System of Chemical Philosophy John Dalton laid the groundwork for a new way of thinking about chemical structure. At that point in time concept of the atom, a small indivisible unit of which all matter is composed, had already existed for over 2000 years, since the time of Leucippus in the 5th century BCE. Early atomists assumed all substances were composed of one type of atom whose physical properties mirrored those of the macro scale substance. Dalton’s insight was that chemical compounds are composed of different types of atoms, differentiated by atomic weight (today measured in Daltons, named
in his honor) and the ratios of different types atoms determined the chemical properties of the substance.

Dalton made no mention of another even more important factor in the current understanding of how the atomic makeup of a chemical substance affects its chemical properties; the arrangement of the atoms relative to each other in three dimensional space. The first actual visualization of this, and a powerful concrete demonstration of the atomic nature of matter was provided just over 100 years later in 1912 when William Henry Bragg and son William Lawrence Bragg demonstrate it was possible to back calculate the position of each the atoms in a crystal by observing how it diffracted a beam of X-rays.\textsuperscript{[1]}

The Braggs' initial insights into the atomic structure of simple inorganic crystals such as sodium chloride soon yielded information about much more complicated and biologically interesting molecules. Fewer than 50 years after the Braggs' initial publication Kendrew et al. published the first structure of a protein to near atomic resolution.\textsuperscript{[2]}

Today knowledge of three-dimensional structure of proteins gives us insight into their functions and powerful opportunities to understand how to modulate these functions. For proteins of an enzymatic nature the interaction between the protein and its substrate can be visualized with atomic level resolution. This gives us greater understanding of the biophysical process of enzymatic action has paved the way for the rational design of enzymes and other proteins with novel functions. Rational redesign of homing endonucleases has produced modified enzymes that cut novel DNA sequences\textsuperscript{[3]} and modified enzymes have been created that catalyze
reactions on non-natural substrates. In some not-so-distant future, researchers may simply be able to design an enzyme from scratch to catalyze a desired chemical reaction.

We are now able to visualize how and where various substrates, antagonists, and agonists bind their target proteins. As many drugs act by modulating protein function, the ability to visualize these interactions allows researchers to make targeted modifications to drug molecules. For example, the high resolution structure of influenza neuraminidase gave insight that allowed for the improvement of known low affinity inhibitors, increasing both affinity and selectivity, eventually leading to the FDA approved drug Relenza (Zanamivir).

Today, 55 years after the first protein structure was published, the protein data bank contains over 90,000 entries. Each one is a high resolution structure showing not only “the number of simple elementary particles which constitute one compound particle” which Dalton correctly surmised was “of great importance” but also how those elementary particles are arranged in three-dimensional space, which turns out to be equally important in determining their physical properties and biological function.

A variety of methods are currently available for protein structure determination but many proteins, including some of high biological interest, have remained intractable. Here I present electron diffraction of protein micro crystals (microED), a method for protein structure determination that draws from two established methods; X-ray crystallography and electron diffraction.
MicroED allows for structure determination from protein crystals several orders of magnitude smaller than those currently necessary for X-ray crystallography. This method may provide a means to determine high resolution structures of biologically important proteins that have so far proved intractable because of the inability to grow large, well-ordered crystals. This work presents a brief overview of current crystallographic methods for protein structure determination, their strengths and weaknesses, and the niche these methods currently leave open. Proof of principle is presented as the structure of hen egg white lysozyme, a common and well-studied protein, determined using the new microED method. I discuss the potential for technical improvements to the method, and the technique’s broader applicability to novel unsolved protein structures and difficult targets that have so far eluded structure determination.
2. Current crystallographic techniques for protein structure determination

2.1 X-ray crystallography of 3-dimensional crystals

X-ray crystallography is a direct descendent of the Braggs’ experiments at the turn of the 20th century and currently the most commonly used method for protein structure determination. Over 90% of the structures in the PDB were determined using this method.[8]

In 1958 Kendrew et al. determined the structure of sperm whale myoglobin to approximately 4 Å resolution.[2] Although their paper makes reference to Perutz et al.’s earlier determination of the structure of haemoglobin[9], this was the first published glimpse of the structure of a protein. They commented:

Perhaps the most remarkable features of the molecule are its complexity and its lack of symmetry. The arrangement seems to be almost totally lacking in the type of regularities which one instinctively anticipates and it is more complicated than has been predicted by any theory of protein structure.[2]

The structure of myoglobin was quickly refined and solved to 2 Å resolution by the same group only two years later.[10] This level of resolution provided the first near atomic resolution, allowing the fitting of an atomic model to the observed structure.
Although the 2 Å structure of myoglobin is still quite respectable in modern terms, recent work has pushed the resolution limits of X-ray crystallography. A structure of the water channel aquaporin reached 0.88 Å resolution.[11] At this sub-angstrom resolution it is not only possible to observe the protein’s structure, but also get insight into its function. The aquaporin channel allows passage of water molecules through its pore while excluding much smaller protons and hydroxide molecules. It was hypothesized that this is accomplished through several electrostatic interactions that repel the charged molecules and break the chain of hydrogen bonded water molecules.[12] With the 0.88 Å structure of aquaporin it was actually possible to visualize hydrogen bond interactions and the accurate positions of water molecules, which provided strong evidence supporting this hypothesis.[11]

2.1.1 Diffraction theory and the basis of X-ray crystallography

Any discussion of crystallography must begin with a most basic definition: what is a crystal? A material is considered crystalline when it is composed of multiple repeating units arranged in a regular manner. The spacing and arrangement of these repeating units can be described mathematically by only six measurements: three distances and three angles. These distances and angles (by convention a, b, c and α, β, γ) define the unit cell, the smallest repeating unit that can be used to recreate the entire crystal structure through only geometric translations. Some simple inorganic crystals, such as cesium chloride, contain only a single molecule, consisting of two atoms, in the unit cell. Protein crystals are
generally more complex, with unit cells containing protein (sometimes multiple copies), water molecules, and often other molecules such as ligands, metal cofactors, or other molecules present in the solvent during crystallization.

The interaction of waves with the repeating lattice is the basis of both X-ray and electron diffraction. When electromagnetic waves pass through matter they can be scattered, emerging with a modified trajectory. If a wave scatters with no loss of energy it is said to have been scattered elastically. If the wave transfers some of its energy to the matter it has interacted with it emerges with a different wavelength. This phenomenon is called inelastic scattering. Scattered waves also interact with each other. Scattering by an unstructured mass of matter leads to patterns of constructive and destructive interference too convoluted to easily interpret. When waves are elastically scattered by the repeating lattice of a crystal the interference results in predicable patterns of interference. Bragg’s law describes the condition that leads to constructive interference:

\[ n\lambda = 2dsin\theta \]

where \( d \) is the spacing of the repeating lattice, \( \theta \) is the angle between the incident and diffracted waves, \( n \) is any positive integer, and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength. Bragg’s law allows calculation of the lattice size necessary to diffract a given wavelength:

\[ d = \frac{\lambda}{2} \]
For the example of red light with a wavelength 700 nm, the minimum required lattice spacing, and theoretical maximum resolvable resolution, is 350 nm. This is on the scale of cells but much too large to resolve the atomic structure of individual molecules. High-quality X-ray radiation such as that from a modern synchrotron source has a wavelength of approximately 1 Å (0.01 nm) allowing for a maximum theoretical resolution of 0.5 Å, approximately half the distance between a carbon-carbon bond. This makes X-ray radiation well suited for examining molecular structure at the atomic scale. Recent X-ray crystallography structures approach this resolution limit.[11]

When a recording device is used to measure the diffraction of electromagnetic waves by a crystal, the constructive interference described by Bragg's law leads to a predictable pattern of diffraction spots or Bragg peaks. These patterns contain valuable information about the crystal.

2.1.2 From spots to structure

The Fourier transform de-convolutes a complicated waveform into the set of simple sinusoids that make it up, called a Fourier series. Any sinusoid can be described by three terms: wavelength, amplitude, and phase. A diffraction pattern is essentially a 2-dimensional slice of the 3-dimensional Fourier transform of an object, containing information about the wavelength and relative amplitude of the waves in the Fourier series. A series of diffraction patterns from a crystal taken at different angles, along with the waves' phases, which must be determined
experimentally or computationally, allows for the reconstruction of the entire three dimensional Fourier transform of the crystal unit cell. A inverse Fourier transform then allows the determination of the crystal’s structure in real space.

Each spot in a diffraction pattern corresponds to a structure factor ($F$) which is contributed to by the scattering from all atoms in the crystal. The structure factor is the product of two terms, amplitude ($f$) and phase shift ($\Phi$). The phase shift of an atom $a$ at any given Miller index $hkl$ is:

$$\phi_a = 2\pi(hx_a + ky_a + lz_a)$$

Where $x_a$, $y_a$, and $z_a$ describe the position of the atom. Hence, the structure factor for any given atom $a$ is:

$$F_a = f_a e^{i\phi_a} = f_a[\cos 2\pi(hx_a + ky_a + lz_a) + i \sin 2\pi(hx_a + ky_a + lz_a)]$$

Each spot on the diffraction pattern is the sum of the scattering from every atom in the crystal, so the structure factor for any spot $hkl$ is simply the summation of the structure factors at that Miller index for every atom:

$$F_{hkl} = \sum_a f_a e^{i\phi_a} = \sum_a f_a[\cos 2\pi(hx_a + ky_a + lz_a) + i \sin 2\pi(hx_a + ky_a + lz_a)]$$
A Fourier transform of the above de-convolutes this mess into the contributions of each individual atom. With all of the measured diffraction spots taken into account, the electron density ($\rho$) position $xyz$ in the crystal is estimated as:

$$\rho_{xyz} = \frac{1}{V} \sum_{hkl} F_{hkl} e^{-i2\pi(hx+ky+lz)}$$

where $V$ is the volume of the unit cell.

The amplitude required for calculation of structure factors is obtained from the diffraction pattern by measuring the relative intensity of each diffraction spot. Phase information is not present the diffraction pattern and must be determined using other experimental approaches.

A huge body of work exists on methods for solving the ‘phase problem’ in crystallography.\textsuperscript{13} Phasing methods broadly fall into two categories, \textit{ab initio} or experimental phasing. Both methods produce initial phase estimates that provide a starting point for determining the actual phase angles. \textit{Ab initio} phasing uses only data from the target crystal and derivatives while model based methods use a starting model predicted to be similar to the target structure.

Multiple Isomorphous Replacement\textsuperscript{14} is a common \textit{ab initio} phasing method that involves introducing a heavy atom such as mercury, lead, uranium, platinum or gold into a protein crystal. This can be accomplished by soaking preformed crystals in a solution containing heavy metal ions. The important prerequisite for this method is the crystal structure must not be affected by the introduction of the heavy
atoms. That is, it must be isomorphous to the original crystal. Comparison of diffraction data from the two isomorphous crystals allows the identification of the heavy atom. The structure factors of the native crystal, heavy atom derivative crystal, and heavy atom are interrelated, and because the intensity and phase of the heavy atom can be calculated based on its known position, this information can be used to determine two possible phase angles for the reflection. Repeating the process with a second isomorphic heavy atom crystal allows estimation of the phase.

The techniques of Multiple Anomalous Dispersion (MAD) and Single Anomalous Dispersion (SAD) phasing allow for the determination of phase when isomorphous heavy atom derivative crystals are not available. These techniques take advantage of X-ray absorption and emission by a subset of heavy atoms such as selenium, iron, or sulfur leading to what is called anomalous scattering. These atoms can be naturally present as cofactors in some proteins or can be introduced experimentally. A common method is by expressing the proteins in a selenomethionine rich medium which replaces the protein's methionine residues with selenium-containing selenomethionine. Anomalous scattering causes slight mismatches between the measured intensities of Friedel pairs. With very accurate intensity measurements these Friedel pair differences can be used to determine initial phase estimates.

An important consideration for both ab initio phasing methods is extremely accurate intensity measurements from the original diffraction patterns and proper scaling of partially recorded reflections.
The second method for phasing requires a starting idea of the structure of the protein which is used calculate an initial estimate of phase values through the technique of molecular replacement (MR). The main source of starting models is homologous proteins. If the crystal of the homologous protein is isomorphous to the target crystal, theoretically possible when a ligand is soaked into an existing crystal or with two crystals of a protein with a minor mutation, the phases of the first model can be used as a starting estimate for the second. Usually though, the rotation and translation of the asymmetric unit in the unit cell must be determined through computational searching. Once these parameters are determined, the model can be used to obtain initial phase estimates.

Phasing by molecular replacement requires a search model similar to at least part of the unknown protein. For proteins of unknown structure, this may not be possible. Recent advances in the field of computational protein structure prediction have opened up the possibility of generating a MR search model using only the primary sequence of the target protein. One study found that for diffraction data from a test set of 30 relatively short soluble proteins MR using a purely computational model was successful in 9 instances.

Once initial phase estimates are obtained the model is iteratively refined. Diverse methods for refinement in both real space and reciprocal space are covered in a large body of literature.

2.2 X-ray crystallography in practice
As a method that has enjoyed a great deal of attention and innovation over the last 50 years, X-ray crystallography is now highly automated, although the method is still quite labor intensive and has bottlenecks that keep structure determination from being completely routine.

2.2.1 Growing crystals

The most common method for growing crystals is the vapor diffusion method. Briefly, a protein solution is mixed with a precipitant solution and the drop sealed in a closed container separated from a larger volume of the precipitant solution, known as the reservoir, by air. Because the protein drop has a lower concentration of the precipitant solution the drops begin to equilibrate as water evaporates from the protein drop and partitions to the reservoir. This results in an increase of both protein and precipitant concentrations in the protein drop until equilibrium is reached. This slow increase in concentration can drive crystallization of the protein and/or buffer components.

A large variety of environmental variables influence the formation of protein crystals. The composition of the precipitant can have dramatic effects and must be determined experientially for each protein. The concentration difference between the two drops controls both the rate of diffusion and the final protein concentration in the drop. The rate of diffusion also depends on temperature, which in turn also influences the stability of the protein and precipitant. The starting concentration of the protein, along with the pH of the protein drop also affects the protein,
precipitant components, and their interactions. These variables, and innumerable others, all must be optimized to strike the balance that allows large well ordered crystals to form. The protein must be unstable enough in solution to allow the precipitation of a small number of molecules to nucleate crystals, yet soluble enough that crystal growth proceeds slowly, so as to yield large and well ordered crystals. A protein that is too insoluble will lead to too much nucleation, yielding many small crystals, or simply ‘crash’ into unordered precipitate. A protein that is too soluble will simply remain in solution. An additional confounding variable is that the conditions in the protein drop are not static. As protein molecules are removed from the solution, by joining a crystal or precipitating, the effective protein concentration in the drop decreases. Because the drop is not being physically disturbed, crystal growth, precipitation, or phase separation, can create multiple microenvironments, any one of which may be conducive to crystal growth.

Crystallization opens up a nearly infinite combinatorial space for screening possible conditions; the optimal conditions for crystal growth must be determined on a protein to protein basis by experimentation. This is can be accomplished through highly automated high-throughput screening using advanced liquid handling systems or many person-hours of labor. Tens (or hundreds) of thousands of drops are prepared and observed over time looking for signs of crystallization. If initial ‘hits’ are obtained, new screens are performed around the hit conditions until crystals suitable for diffraction are obtained. If no hits are obtained crystallographers generally begin to modify the protein itself through mutation, chemical modification, or choosing homologous proteins from other organisms.
These modification methods are sometimes effective in the process of optimizing initial hits.

2.2.2 Growing crystals in the lipidic cubic phase

Integral membrane proteins have proven especially resistant to crystallization. One technique that has shown promise for some of these difficult to crystallize targets has been crystallization in the lipid cubic phase (LCP). Crystallization in meso has proved successful for a small number of targets that were previously intractable using standard methods.[22-25]

In LCP crystallography protein is crystallized in the presence of hydrated lipids which are in a quasisolid cubic phase.[26] LCP crystallization is especially useful for integral membrane proteins because the cubic phase lipids can provide an approximation of the lipid bilayer where the proteins normally reside, increasing their stability and leading to the formation of small but highly ordered crystals.[27]

Although lipidic cubic phase crystallization has had some success, the technique has still not shown wide utility because of a variety of difficult logistical issues. Purpose built robots exist for automated setting of LCP screening trays[28] but the screening process is more difficult because of the added variable of the lipids, which show variation in their behavior due to temperature and interactions with many of the additives in common crystallization screening mixtures.[29] Even when LCP crystallization is successful it yields tiny crystals which pose additional challenges with detection, mounting, and diffraction due to their small size.[27]
2.2.2 Mounting and shooting

Once a suitable crystal is obtained the crystal is carefully removed from the drop using a thin wire loop. It is then flash frozen, usually in liquid nitrogen. The freezing process can sometimes be very disruptive to the crystal. This may require first exchanging the crystal drop buffer for a different buffer containing cryoprotectant compounds. The selection of proper freezing methods and cryoprotectants may require a great deal of optimization. This along with the skill required to successfully loop out very tiny crystals often results in the destruction of many valuable and hard to obtain crystals before a sample is ready for diffraction.

After a properly mounted crystal is looped and cryoprotected it can be exposed to X-ray radiation from an X-ray source such as a purpose-built X-ray generator or a synchrotron beamline. Only then will the dogged crystallographer know if the crystal is of sufficient quality to obtain high resolution diffraction data.

If, against all odds, high resolution diffraction is obtained, data collection begins. The X-ray beam is diffracted through the crystal as it is rotated over a small angle during the exposure. Multiple exposures are taken each starting with the crystals tilted at a different angle. The orientations of the initial diffraction patterns and the symmetry of the crystal are determined and this information used to develop a data collection strategy that covers enough data in reciprocal space for accurate structure determination. Often, the crystal is damaged or destroyed by the
X-ray beam before this is accomplished requiring the merging of data from several crystals before a suitably complete data set is obtained.

2.2.3 Data processing

A variety of software, both commercial and freeware, is available for the collection and processing of X-ray crystallography data. HKL-2000/3000\textsuperscript{[30]} is a complete commercial package that interacts with a variety of X-ray detectors. The program contains utilities for designing data collection schemes, integration, merging, and scaling of the collected data, phasing by MAD, SAD, or MR, and structure determination.

The most commonly used free open source software for X-ray crystallography is the CCP4 suite.\textsuperscript{[21]} The suite contains a large collection of programs that accomplish all the necessary tasks from intensity measurement to structure determination and refinement. The process begins with MOSFLM\textsuperscript{[31]} which provides a graphical user interface for pattern indexing and intensity measurement. The utilities POINTLESS and SCALA determine the point and space group symmetries of the crystal and merge and scale symmetry related reflections respectively.\textsuperscript{[32]} Experimental phasing can be performed using the program CRANK\textsuperscript{[33]}, or MOLREP\textsuperscript{[34]} can be used for molecular replacement. Finally another suite, PHENIX\textsuperscript{[19]}, provides a front end to a large independent assortment of programs for structure refinement and model building.
Overall the CCP4 suite represents a large body of work which is constantly improved and updated by a large and active user group.[35]

2.3 Electron crystallography of 2-dimensional crystals

The coherent electron beam generated by a transmission electron microscope (TEM) also provides means for examining protein structure. The wavelength of electrons is orders of magnitude smaller than that of X-rays and the unit cell sizes of protein crystals are well within the resolutions achievable with TEM. This fact was recognized early, the first experiments in imaging protein crystals with TEM were concurrent with the original X-ray structure determinations.[36] The authors of these early studies highlighted one of the limitations of the electron beam: its very limited penetration into the crystal. This limitation was circumvented by either examining a replica of the crystals created by coating them with a layer of platinum, iridium, and carbon, a technique that only gives information about the surface, or by examining very thin crystals in transmission. These early experiments allowed for imaging of protein crystals and accurate calculation of unit cell dimensions[36], laying the groundwork for atomic resolution structure determination.

Near-atomic resolution protein structure determination with TEM was achieved in 1975 when Henderson & Unwin determined a 3-dimensional model of the purple membrane bacteriorhodopsin to 7 Å using electron diffraction.[37] This was also the first published structure of an integral membrane protein. The limited
penetration of the electron beam was circumvented by using crystals so thin they are considered 2-dimensional. The method used was superficially similar to X-ray crystallography. Diffraction patterns were recorded with crystals tilted at various angles and the 2-dimensional projections resulting from inverse Fourier transforms of each pattern were combined to determine the protein’s 3-dimensional structure.

The diffraction patterns captured by Henderson & Unwin recorded the position and intensity of each Bragg peak but, like in X-ray diffraction, the phase information for each spot was lost. Here the advantages of diffraction in a TEM became apparent. The authors not only recorded diffraction patterns, they also imaged the crystals. The Fourier transform of images contains both phase and intensity information, so they were able to combine phase information from images with the more accurate intensity measurements from the diffraction patterns. The inverse Fourier transforms of the combined intensities and phases were used to generate the 3-dimensional map of bacteriorhodopsin. Since this initial demonstration of the power of 2-dimensional electron crystallography, approximately 60 protein structures have been solved to higher than 10 Å resolution with the method but only a very small number have broken the 3 Å barrier to reach resolutions comparable to X-ray crystallography.

The few available high-resolution structures determined by electron crystallography of 2-dimensional crystals have given dramatic insights into the structure of integral membrane proteins. These structures have been solved using 2-dimensional crystals composed of protein and lipids. Although the packing of protein and lipid is ordered and crystalline, the lipids still form a bilayer providing
an approximation of the biological membrane. Integral membrane proteins have been shown to depend on lipid interactions for both oligomeric state \cite{43} and function. \cite{44} The highest resolution structures determined from 2-dimensional crystals allow the visualization of lipids and protein-lipid interactions.\cite{40} Because 2-dimensional protein-lipid crystals can maintain proteins in a functional state even lower resolution structures and 2-dimensional projections derived from this method can provide insights. Some 2-dimensional crystals are sufficiently robust they can be transferred to different conditions and the resulting protein conformational changes can be observed. \cite{45}

2.3.1 Formation of 2-dimensional crystals

Electron crystallography of 2-dimensional crystals begins with the formation of 2-dimensional crystals from purified protein and lipids. Most 2-dimensional crystals are produced using integral membrane proteins. Because of their hydrophobic nature these proteins, like the lipids that make up the membrane bilayer, are not highly soluble in water. This generally requires some sort of surfactant such as a chemical detergent to keep the protein in solution. Two-dimensional crystallization takes advantage of this property. Removal of detergent spurs the formation of lipid bilayers and the subsequent reconstitution of the protein in the newly formed bilayer. This reconstitution usually leads to a disordered membrane but, through careful control of a range variables, proteins and lipids can be coaxed into forming ordered arrays in 2-dimensions. The removal of
Detergent can be achieved through a variety of methods such as dialysis,\textsuperscript{[46]} simple dilution,\textsuperscript{[47]} absorption to a substrate such as bio-beads,\textsuperscript{[48]} or chelation by a reagent such as β-methyl-cyclodextran.\textsuperscript{[49]} Detergent removal by dialysis has been the method of choice for most of the 2-dimensional crystals used for structure determinations.\textsuperscript{[39]}

A number of other factors have been reported to affect the process of two dimensional crystallization. Two large considerations are the lipids and detergent used.

Two dimensional crystals suitable for electron diffraction have been generated using both native\textsuperscript{[50]} and artificial lipids\textsuperscript{[46]} as well as non-native mixed lipids.\textsuperscript{[51]} Both the head groups and tails of membrane lipids have been shown to interact with integral membrane proteins,\textsuperscript{[40]} so the proper lipid composition may be critical for 2-dimensional crystal formation. This must be empirically determined as there are no hard fast rules for the determination of which proteins and lipids to use together. Native lipids best represent the environment in which the protein normally resides, but may be sub-optimal for the production of well-ordered crystals or for logistical reasons because of difficulties in their extraction and purification. When artificial lipids are used the best results have been obtained using those that best approximate the of the natural lipid bilayer, which has a hydrophobic core thickness of \(~35\text{Å}\). Lipids with saturated or monounsaturated acyl chains are often preferred as they approximate the lipid bilayer and are less susceptible to oxidation.
The choice of detergent affects several variables in the crystallization process from the initial stability of the protein in solution to the speed at which lipid bilayers form. The detergent must be able to extract the protein from the native membrane but must be generally non-denaturing and able to maintain the protein stability in solution. The critical micelle concentration (CMC) of the detergent is an important factor in detergent choice. When detergent at sub-CMC concentrations the detergent molecules are distributed between micelles and free detergent molecules, above the CMC any additional detergent added increases the size of micelles. The goal of dilution and detergent removal processes is to drop the overall detergent concentration well below the CMC leading the lipids in the sample to form a bilayer. It may be very difficult to lower the detergent concentration below this threshold for extremely low CMC detergents, requiring extended dialysis or dilution beyond useful protein concentrations.

Additional considerations are temperature and composition of the crystallization buffer. Temperature affects both dialysis rate and the state of the lipids. Generally 2-dimensional crystallization is preformed at a temperature above the transition temperature of the lipids used in order to keep the lipids in a fluid state allowing the protein to more freely laterally diffuse within the bilayer. Individual crystallization mixes may be sensitive to the ionic strength of the dialysis buffer. Two dimensional crystals have been reported in solutions ranging from no salts to 600 mM NaCl \[^{52}\] or 1 M KCl \[^{53}\] The addition of divalent cations such as Mg\(^{2+}\), Ca\(^{2+}\), and Zn\(^{2+}\) has proved successful in some cases.
The large number of variables lends a high degree of combinatorial complexity to 2-dimensional crystallization. This is a major bottleneck in the process and becomes a major limitation of the utility of the technique. This is further compounded by the low throughput nature of screening crystal hits. Recently some advances have been made toward the automation of 2-dimensional crystal screening. A robot for high throughput screening described by Iacovache et al uses light scattering to assess the formation of larger lipid structures and detergent concentration can be also be assessed by droplet contact angle measurements. These techniques measure only the removal of detergent and formation of larger lipid structures in the crystallization mixture. They do not give information as to the protein’s incorporation or degree of order in the newly formed lipid bilayer. This must be observed directly using an electron microscope. Despite some progress in automation this process is largely manual and very time consuming.

Two dimensional crystals are generally screened by negative stain EM. Biological molecules scatter electrons very poorly and therefore generate images with very low contrast when unstained. Staining with a strongly scattering molecule such as uranyl formate, uranyl acetate, or sodium phosphotungstinate creates a higher contrast negative image where the biological molecule displaces the stain. This method offers the additional advantages of grids that can be prepared relatively rapidly and can be observed and imaged multiple times with little radiation damage to the sample.
EM grids are coated with a continuous layer of carbon or are purchased pre-coated. The grids are glow discharged to remove dust and impart a charge to the grid surface. The crystal mixture is applied to the grid, allowed to sit, and then blotted off. The grid is then washed with water or buffer followed by a negative stain solution. Negative stain procedures must be optimized for each individual sample. The optimum time the sample is left on the grid, amount of washing, polarity of negative discharge, and type of stain must be determined empirically for each sample.

Negatively stained EM grids are generally examined under low magnification to locate large lipid structures which are examined under higher magnification, usually 10,000x to 30,000x. In some 2d crystals the crystalline matrix is obvious and can be identified by eye. Less obvious crystals can be confirmed by the presence of spots on the Fourier transform of the image. An experienced user can prepare and survey a grid in approximately 15 minutes, an extremely low-throughput rate considering the combinatorial space that must be covered to determine appropriate crystallization conditions.

2.3.2 Preparation of cryo-grids

Once a sample with suitable 2-dimensional crystals has been identified a cryogrid must be prepared. As with most techniques in electron microscopy the most effective way to accomplish this depends on the sample and lab conditions and must be determined experimentally. A small amount of sample is applied to a holey
carbon coated EM grid, the sample is blotted to removed excess solvent, and it is frozen by either slow-freezing or fast freezing methods. The sample must be maintained in a frozen-hydrated state meaning it must be free of ice crystals, either in vitreous (non-crystalline) ice produced by the fast freezing method, or embedded in sugar (usually 3-20% glucose or trehalose)[57], which can be slow-frozen directly in the microscope. Fast-frozen grids are blotted and immediately plunged into liquid ethane or liquid nitrogen which lead to the formation of vitreous ice.[58] In either method blotting technique is crucial for determining the thickness of the ice on the grid and the quality of crystal embedding. Well embedded crystals will produce sharp clear spots, while diffraction patters from poorly embedded crystals will appear smeared or show no spots at all.[57] One of the challenges of producing cryogrids by hand is reproducibility.[58] Instruments such as the Vitrobot[59] improve the reproducibility of blotting by controlling both the blotting time and pressure, as well as the temperature and relative humidity of the chamber. Once frozen the grid must be stored under dry liquid nitrogen at all times while transferring it to the cryoholder and inserting it into the microscope.

2.3.3 Data collection

After a cryogrid with well-embedded high quality 2-dimensional crystals is obtained, data collection can begin. The grid is first surveyed in overfocused diffraction mode, which generates a high contrast low magnification image that allows for identification of the crystals while minimizing dosage and subsequent
radiation damage. Once a suitable crystal is located, the microscope is focused in high magnification imaging mode and prepared for diffraction. The electron beam, beam stop and recording device must first be carefully aligned both to protect the recording device from overexposure and collect data to the maximum possible resolution. A selected area (SA) aperture is inserted which allows for illumination of only a small portion of the crystal, and diffraction data is collected by exposing the crystal to a dose of around 5-20 electrons per Å². Alternatively, images may be collected instead of diffraction patterns by removal of the SA aperture. Either way this exposure destroys the crystal, so another crystal is then identified. The grid is then tilted, the microscope realigned and refocused, and a tilted diffraction pattern or image collected. This process is repeated until a dataset that covers as much angular space as possible is obtained. With sufficiently large crystals and a proper cryoholder this can be up to 70°.

2.3.4 Data Processing

Several reviews give in depth coverage to data processing and structure determination from electron diffraction data In a broad sense data processing for diffraction patterns generated by electron diffraction of 2-dimensional crystals is similar to that for X-ray crystallography, using the MRC suite of programs. The program XDP provides a more user-friendly front end specially designed for using the MRC programs to process 2-dimensional crystal electron diffraction data. Alternatively the program 2dx also serves as a front end to the MRC suite
allowing structure determination directly from images, with the added advantage
that the Fourier transform of image data already contains phase information.
Phasing of electron diffraction data can be accomplished through multiple
isomorphous replacement or multiple anomalous dispersion methods \[^{67}\] although
initial phases for refinement are generally obtained through molecular replacement
\[^{68}\] or from images. Additional computational methods even enable phase
extension, allowing the phase data from low resolution images to be used to
calculate initial phases for high resolution diffraction data.\[^{69}\]

This work presents a new method for protein structure determination that is essentially a hybrid of 2-dimensional electron crystallography and 3-dimensional X-ray crystallography methodologies described above. Using a TEM it is possible to collect electron diffraction from 3-dimensional crystals that are several orders of magnitude smaller than those currently used for X-ray crystallography. Extremely small crystals, on the order of 1 – 10 μM³, are applied to an electron microscopy grid and frozen in vitreous ice. These crystals are exposed to the electron beam and diffraction patterns are collected. The crystals are then rotated on the microscope compustage and additional tilted diffraction patterns collected until a dataset covering the full angular space is collected. The strength of the beams is kept in what is considered an ‘ultra low dose’ regimen allowing the collection multiple patterns from each crystal and theoretically allowing a complete dataset to be collected from a single crystal before the dosage exceeds the critical threshold where the crystal degradation by radiation damage reaches a point where it negatively affects data quality. The diffraction patterns are then indexed and the intensities of the Bragg peaks measured. Once integrated intensities are obtained the structure can be phased using established crystallographic methods, and a map of the 3-dimensional structure can be calculated.
3.1 Rationale: why a new method is useful

Many proteins of significant biological interest are not amenable to crystallization. Despite researchers’ best efforts these proteins cannot be induced to form large well ordered crystals usable for X-ray diffraction. The process of crystallization screening is time consuming and expensive, and even after promising conditions are found optimization of the initial condition may prove an even bigger challenge.

One example is the G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). GPCRs are a diverse group of large integral membrane proteins with 7 transmembrane helices found in a wide variety of eukaryotic cell types. They play a large range of critical signal transduction roles in disparate processes such as neurotransmission, memory, and behavior\textsuperscript{70} regulating prenatal\textsuperscript{71} and postnatal development\textsuperscript{72}, nociception\textsuperscript{73,74}, vasoconstriction\textsuperscript{75}, and phototransduction in vision\textsuperscript{76}. GPCRs are the targets of approximately 40% of drugs\textsuperscript{77} and are understandably a major focus of drug discovery efforts in both academia and industry\textsuperscript{78}.

This family of proteins is notoriously difficult to crystalize. Despite intense interest the GPCRs eluded crystallization until 2000 when the first high-resolution structure of rhodopsin was published.\textsuperscript{79} Brian Kolbilka’s Nobel prize-winning work on the β\textsubscript{2} adrenergic GPCR (b\textsubscript{2}AR) illustrates the lengths required to get very small crystals of these proteins and the difficulty of structure determination using these crystals. Despite an intense optimization regimen that included mutations, and Fab co-crystallization in the lipidic cubic phase, the largest crystals the group
was able to grow were approximately 300 x 30 x 10 μm. [80] These small crystals were extremely sensitive to radiation damage meaning only a 5 – 10 shots with the X-ray beam could be attempted before the crystals were destroyed. The final structure of b2AR required merging data from over 20 crystals. The authors do not report how many crystals were required to get this final dataset, but this must have been a massive undertaking. The Kolbilka group’s next GPCR structure, b2AR in complex with the G protein Gs, required the merging of data collected from a similarly large number of small crystals. [24]

The examples above represent some of the smallest crystals that have yielded structures using traditional X-ray crystallography methods. Even crystals of this size are unattainable for many protein targets. During crystallization screening X-ray crystallographers generally get their first ‘hits’ as microcrystals. The conditions that yield these very tiny crystals, the largest of which are only barely visible under a light microscope, can sometimes be optimized to grow larger crystals. Often even after immense amounts of work to optimize the final crystals are still barely large enough for X-ray diffraction and often no amount of optimization moves structure determination efforts past the microcrystal stage.

The smallest of the GPCR crystals above have volumes of about 90,000 μm³. X-ray microdiffraction experiments have gleaned useful data from crystals as small as 500 μm³ but also suffer from the radiation damage issues further exacerbated by the small crystal size. [81,82] This is approaching the theoretical limit for crystal size in X-ray diffraction, which is estimated to be ~ 350 μm³. [83] MicroED can be
performed on crystals with volumes down to 1μm³, two orders of magnitude smaller.

3.1.1 Femtosecond Nanocrystallography attempts to fill this gap

Crystals this small may never be suitable for traditional X-ray diffraction because of their high susceptibility to radiation damage. Any new method designed to utilize them must somehow get around the problem of radiation damage. One new experimental method uses femtosecond pulses of an X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) to circumvent this problem. Femtosecond X-ray nanocrystallography (FXN) allows for collection of diffraction patterns from crystals down to 200 nm³ and avoids radiation damage effects by “diffraction before destruction”.

In FXN a microcrystal slurry is passed through a small nozzle where individual microcrystals are irradiated by femtosecond pulses of the XFEL beam. These pulses are so fast diffraction patterns can be recorded on a time scale faster than that on which radiation damage occurs. A beam pulsing at up to 120 hz allows for collection of thousands of diffraction patterns per minute, each derived from different crystal at a random orientation. FXN is performed at non-cryogenic temperatures so the crystals are fully hydrated, an additional advantage beyond the ability to utilize nanocrystals.

The structure of lysozyme has been determined to 1.9 Å using FXN, an effort that required over 1.9 million individual diffraction patterns and the
development of new software to reconstruct the Bragg peak intensities for the randomly oriented ‘snapshot’ diffraction patterns.\cite{88}

Although very promising, FXN is still a technique in its infancy with its utility limited by several logistical issues. First and foremost the FXN requires access to an XFEL, which is prohibitive for most researchers. The current implementation of the technology also requires large volumes of concentrated protein solution (1mg/ml for determination of photosystem I \cite{85}) an amount that would give most crystallographers pause, especially for difficult to purify and unstable proteins.

3.1.2 MicroED provides an accessible technique

Microcrystal electron diffraction attempts to fill a niche currently left by other methods. X-ray crystallography is high-throughput, but requires large crystals. Electron diffraction of 2-dimensional crystals can utilize small crystals, but is limited to extremely thin 2-d crystals, which are very difficult to produce and limited to a small subset of proteins. FXN can use very tiny crystals but is not yet a mature, accessible technique, requiring large amounts of protein and equipment unavailable to most researchers. MicroED allows structure determination from small microcrystals produced using high-throughput methods. Diffraction data can be collected using electron microscopes that are standard in many academic institutions and data processing can be performed on any laptop computer. This technique may allow crystallographers to circumvent the time consuming work optimizing initial hits that generate microcrystals during screening and could prove
especially useful for previously intractable protein targets that have so far refused to form large crystals.

3.2 Methods for microcrystal electron diffraction

3.2.1 Sample Preparation and Data collection

The mother liquor containing microcrystals is applied to an electron microscopy grid, blotted, and frozen in vitrified ice by plunging into liquid ethane. The grid is loaded into the TEM and surveyed in overfocused diffraction mode. In this mode the crystals generally appear as dark electron dense masses with well-defined edges. When a suitable crystal is identified the beam is focused and the stage is tilted to prepare for data collection. The crystal is exposed with an ultra-low dose, generally ~0.01 e⁻/Å² per second, long enough to record a diffraction pattern. The stage is then tilted back toward 0° by a small increment and another diffraction pattern collected. This process is repeated until the crystal has received a critical dose of radiation (determination of this threshold is discussed in section 4.1). When a crystal has reached the critical dose it is discarded and another crystal located.

3.2.2 Data processing

The original intent of the project was to collect diffraction patterns by microED and process the data using the widely accepted crystallography software
packages MOSFLM [31], CCP4 [21], and/or PHENIX [19]. Although microED diffraction data are intrinsically no different than those collected by X-ray diffraction, some logistical hurdles made unit cell determination and indexing with MOSFLM intractable. Two major characteristics differentiate microED data from standard X-ray diffraction data: the short wavelength of electrons compared to X-rays and the lack of crystal precession during data collection. MOSFLM allows for the adjustment of the wavelength and angular range covered in procession, but the small electron wavelength and 0° precession angle, coupled with inaccuracy in the microscope's compustage angle measurements, caused the program to generate errors. Therefore, a suite of software was written to process the microED data for proof of concept studies.

The microED suite contains 8 programs that work together to accomplish essential data processing tasks: unit cell determination, spot prediction and indexing, measuring spot intensities, and merging symmetry related spots. An additional program with a more user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) was later developed to simplify some of the more labor-intensive tasks.

3.2.3 Software philosophy

The microED suite is not intended as a long term solution for structure determination by microED. All of the tools necessary for indexing and intensity measurement should be available through modification of existing programs that are well established, tested, and very robust. Although the current indexing and
integration programs tested were unable to handle a microED dataset, the eventual goal of this work will be integration of microED techniques into existing crystallography software.

The microED suite programs are designed to be cross-platform and any modules, libraries, and/or outside programs therefore needed to be easily available. All of the software in microED suite is implemented in Python 2.7 using the standard modules numpy [89] and Python Image Library (PIL). [90] The GUI requires Tkinter, [91] also a common Python module. Two outside programs are required: Gnuplot [92] and imagemagick [93], both are standard on most UNIX installations. Any additional image processing necessary can be performed with FIJI [94], a standard program for scientific image manipulation.

3.2.4 Unit cell determination and refinement

Knowledge of the unit cell dimensions is the critical first step in crystallography. Although the lysozyme proof of concept was started with a priori knowledge of unit cell dimensions and angles for the crystals, crystallography of a novel protein with an unknown structure will not have this advantage. In order to make the technique widely applicable a method for de novo unit cell determination was required.

MOSFLM, currently the standard program for crystallographic indexing, uses the Rossman Fourier analysis method[95,96] which is a powerful and robust, although
computationally intensive, method for unit cell determination. For the microED
suite a simplified method was employed.

Unit cell determination begins with the user picking 100 – 1000 spots from
several diffraction patterns of various tilts. A vector \( \mathbf{v} \) that defines the spot relative
to Cartesian coordinates \((0,0,0)\) is calculated for each spot:

\[
\mathbf{v} = (x, y, z)
\]

\[
x = x_i - x_c
\]

\[
y = \cos \theta (y_i - y_c)
\]

\[
z = \sin \theta (y_i - y_c) - a
\]

where \(x_i\) and \(y_i\) are the x and y coordinates on the diffraction pattern image, \(x_c\) and \(y_c\)
are the x and y coordinates of the beam center, \(\theta\) is the tilt angle, and \(a\) is a
correction for the curvature of the Ewald sphere. Although Ewald sphere curvature
also affects the x and y 3-D coordinates, it was determined that this difference was
so small (~1 pixel at 2.0Å resolution) that it could be ignored. Effects of Ewald
sphere curvature on the calculation of the z component of \( \mathbf{v} \) is significant (~12
pixels at 2.0Å), so \(a\) is calculated as:
\[ a = -b \left( 1 - \frac{b}{\sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + b^2}} \right) \]

\[ b = \frac{1}{\lambda} c \]

where \( \lambda \) is the electron wavelength, \( x \) and \( y \) are as calculated above, and \( c \) is the factor to convert Å to pixels.

After \( \mathbf{v} \) is calculated for each spot the distance between spots \( d \) is calculated for every pair of spots. For spots defined by \( \mathbf{v}_a \) and \( \mathbf{v}_b \)

\[ d = \| \mathbf{v}_a - \mathbf{v}_b \| \]

The unit cell lengths can be estimated from the distribution of \( d \) for all spots. With two spots of adjacent Miller indices, \( d \) is equal to the unit cell dimension. This distance cannot be smaller than the smallest unit cell dimension, so the smallest peaks in the distribution of \( d \) represent the unit cell dimensions. This procedure is not exact and still requires some user intuition. For example \( d_{(0,0,0)(1,0,0)} \) (between Miller indices \( (1,0,0) \) and \( (0,0,0) \)) equals the a unit cell dimension, but \( d_{(1,1,0)(0,0,0)} \) might be smaller than \( d_{(0,0,0)(0,0,1)} \) depending on unit cell dimensions. This, along with the possibility of multiple unit cell dimensions having the same length, or lengths that are close multiples of each other, means the user cannot simply pick the three shortest values of \( d \) as the unit cell dimensions. The general formula for these cross-unit cell vectors for a unit cell \( a,b,c \) with angles \( \alpha,\beta,\gamma \) is:
\[ d_{(n,m,n)(n+m,n+p,n)} = \sqrt{(ma + bcos\gamma)^2 + (pbsin\gamma)^2} \]

where \( m \) and \( p \) are integers. This allows for the calculation of the expected peaks in the distribution of \( d \), which can be compared to the observed distribution and used to verify the correct unit cell dimensions have been chosen. Visual observation of diffraction patterns that hit on or near major planes of the crystal also allows rough measurements of the unit cell dimensions and angles which can be used to verify these findings.

After rough unit cell dimensions have been determined the actual unit cell and its orientation in 3-D space can be calculated. This is initially accomplished by using the spots chosen by the user. First the vectors \( d \) between all of the chosen spots are calculated.

\[ d_{a,b} = \mathbf{v}_a - \mathbf{v}_b \]

All of the vectors are compared to the three unit cell dimensions and those within a user specified threshold are kept. The remaining vectors are then compared to four reference vectors: \((1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1), \) and \((1,1,0)\). The angle between the each vector and reference vector \((\sigma)\) is calculated by
\[ \sigma = \cos \left( \frac{\vec{d} \cdot \vec{r}}{||\vec{d}|| ||\vec{r}||} \right) \]

where \( \vec{d} \) is the difference vector and \( \vec{r} \) is the reference vector. This allows the vectors to be divided into roughly parallel groups based on the angles between the vector and the four reference vectors. Four reference vectors are used to eliminate the very slim possibility that a unit cell vector is exactly equidistant for two of the reference vectors.

The orientations of the vectors in each group are determined by calculating the cross product of the vector and the \((1,0,0)\) reference vector and appropriate vectors are flipped by multiplying by -1 so all vectors in each group point in the same direction. The vectors in each group are averaged, producing a list of candidates for the unit cell vectors. Each candidate is assigned a score based on how many vectors contributed to it. By examining the angles between the candidates and their scores the correct unit cell vectors can usually be chosen.

3.2.5 Initial spot prediction and unit cell vector refinement

Once the three vectors defining the unit cell are chosen they are used to predict the spots on each image. The unit cell vectors \((a_x, a_y, a_z)\), \((b_x, b_y, b_z)\), and \((c_x, c_y, c_z)\) and are used to create a unit cell matrix
Two reference spots are chosen from each image. These spots are chosen because they have strong intensity and are thought to represent complete intensities where the Ewald sphere passed directly through the center of the spot. The $x,y,z$ coordinates of the reference spots are calculated as above and their Miller indices determined by multiplication with the inverse unit cell matrix

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  a_x & b_x & c_x \\
  a_y & b_y & c_y \\
  a_z & b_z & c_z
\end{bmatrix}^{-1}
$$

A 'check plane' ($q$) normal to the plane containing the two reference points is calculated as

$$
q = \langle d,e,f \rangle = \langle h_1,k_1,l_1 \rangle \times \langle h_2,k_2,l_2 \rangle
$$

Every Miller index is then checked against the check plane. For any given Miller index $(h,k,l)$ the dot product of the Miller index and $q$ can be used to determine if that Miller index lies on the same plane as the two reference spots. If any given Miller index $h,k,l$ satisfies:

$$
h d + k e + l f = 0
$$
then the point lies on the check plane. The two reference points are known to exist because they are visible on the diffraction pattern so this can be used to predict the other spots that should appear on each given diffraction pattern. The quality of the reference points chosen is critically important. The spots must be the user’s best estimation of Bragg peaks that were perfectly bisected by the Ewald sphere. A good rule of thumb is to choose spots with adjacent spots on both sides and of high intensity. Figure 1 illustrates a diffraction pattern indexed with two different sets of reference points, demonstrating the effects of the reference set on the overall quality of the indexing.

The probability that the dot product of any given Miller index and the check plane is exactly zero is very small. The calculation of the check plane is based on the locations of the reference spots which introduces error as the measurement of these x,y coordinates will never be exactly perfect. To cope with this noise in the spot prediction the spots are instead held to a thresholded standard. A spot is considered to exist on an image if it satisfies the following condition:

\[ |hd + ke + lf| < L \]

Where \( L \) is a ‘Laue zone threshold’ so named because its functional effect is to determine the widths of Laue zones in the spot predictions. Figure 2 shows the effects of varying \( L \) values on spot predictions. Increasing this threshold allows the
Quality of reference points affects accuracy of spot prediction. (A) Lysozyme diffraction pattern indexed with poor quality reference points. (B) Zoomed in view of the region of panel (A) bounded by the dashed line. (C) The same diffraction pattern indexed with higher quality reference points. (D) Zoomed in view of the region bounded by the dashed line in (C).
Figure 2.

**Effects of changing laue zone threshold on spot prediction.** Predicted spots with 15% (A and B) and 30% (C and D) laue zone thresholds drawn on a lysozyme diffraction pattern.
recording of more Bragg peaks, but also increases the number of partial intensities recorded and 'false positives', indexing where no spot actually exists.

After a list of spots is created for each image their $x, y, z$ coordinates calculated by

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
a_x & b_x & c_x \\
a_y & b_y & c_y \\
a_z & b_z & c_z
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
h \\
k \\
l
\end{bmatrix}
$$

The $x, y, z$ coordinates are then used to calculate the coordinates of the spot on the 2 dimensional diffraction pattern $(x', y')$:

$$
x' = x
$$

$$
y' = \frac{y}{\cos \theta}
$$

These coordinates are then used to draw circles around the predicted spots on the diffraction patterns. The user can inspect these images before continuing.

The initial spot predictions are dependent on the accuracy of the unit cell vectors, which were determined from a limited set of points picked by the user. A second iteration of the vector finding process allows the refinement of the vectors for more accurate spot prediction.
The predicted spots are first refined by mass centering. A square box is drawn around each spot and the pixel values put in a matrix. Each row and column of the matrix is summed and the maximum values of the rows and columns used to determine the actual center of mass for the spot. The box is moved to this center and the mass centering process repeated. If the second round of mass centering produces a large movement (more than one or two pixels in any given direction) the spot is discarded. This is to prevent the spot prediction from ‘walking’ between Miller indices.

After mass centering the intensity of the spot is compared to the background intensity. A square and a circle where the circle diameter is equal to the square edge length are drawn centered on the spot. The background intensity is defined as the mean pixel intensity of the area bounded by the square but outside the circle. The mean intensity of the area inside the circle is compared to the background intensity. Any spot with a low spot to background ratio is discarded. Because only intense spots which are cleanly bisected by the Ewald sphere are desired for unit cell determination this threshold is set high, usually around 10%.

The list of refined spots is then used to recalculate the unit cell vectors. Because this list contains more spots and their locations are more accurate the recalculated vectors produce better spot prediction and indexing. This process can be repeated iteratively until the unit cell vectors are stable and accurate.
3.2.6 Spot indexing, intensity measurement, and merging

Once satisfactory unit cell vectors are obtained the diffraction pattern image are indexed for a final time. The last set of spot indices is not mass centered. At this point the indexing should be accurate enough to capture all of the spots and mass centering raises the risk of a spot ‘walking’ to an adjacent Miller index which would lead to the intensity being attributed to the wrong reflection.

When the final indexing is complete the intensity of each spot is measured. A circle within a square is drawn and the mean background is calculated for each spot as above. The mean background is subtracted from each pixel within the circle and sum of the background subtracted pixel values recorded for that Miller index. The same mean spot intensity to background intensity comparison is then made as before, but a much lower threshold, usually ~0.5%, is used to capture weak spots.

After all of the images have been indexed and the intensities extracted, intensity measurements from symmetry-related Miller indices are merged. The symmetry relations of the different Miller indices are determined by the specific space group of the crystal. This proof of concept work took advantage of the a priori knowledge of the crystal space group to determine which spots to merge. Without this information the space group must be determined by examining the unit cell dimensions and angles, systematic absences, and trial and error. The merging program was written specifically for P422 symmetry but could be easily modified to handle other symmetries.
The lack of precession during data collection leads to issues with partially recorded reflections which must be addressed. In standard X-ray crystallography, the crystal is rotated during data collection allowing the Ewald sphere to move through the spot in three dimensions increasing the probability that any given reflection represents the full intensity. Comparison of multiple intensity measurements from the same Miller index allows for the calculation of $r_{\text{merge}}$, which is an indication of data quality.

$$
 r_{\text{merge}} = \frac{\Sigma |i - \bar{r}|}{\Sigma |i|}
$$

where $i$ is the observed intensity and $\bar{r}$ is the mean intensity for that reflection. Because the crystal is stationary during data collection in microED the probability of collecting partial reflections is much higher, leading to inaccurate intensity measurements if the partial reflections are not somehow scaled or excluded. To cope with this issue a strict cutoff was imposed. For any given reflection the largest recorded intensity was assumed to represent the complete reflection, any measurements for that Miller index with smaller intensities were discarded. This is an admittedly crude method for the merging of multiple intensity measurements, the ramifications of which will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2, along with proposed methods for improvement.

The final output of the merging program is a text file containing the Miller index, intensity, structure factor, $\text{sigF}$, and $\text{sigG}$ for each recorded reflection.
Because each intensity measurement ultimately originated from a single observation, SigI and SigF values cannot be calculated and were replaced with the square root of the intensity and square root of the structure factor respectively. The output of the merging program can then be fed into the program COMBAT from the CCP4 suite [21] to generate a mtz file which can be used to solve the protein structure using standard molecular replacement phasing methods.

3.3 Determination of the structure of lysozyme to 3.0Å using microED - materials and methods

As a proof of concept for this new method the structure of hen egg white lysozyme (lysozyme hereafter) was determined using microED. Lysozyme is a very well studied and structurally characterized protein often used as a model for structure determination method development[85,87] The protein’s easy availability and rapid and reproducible formation of robust crystals makes it an especially useful model.

The term lysozyme was coined in 1922 by Sir Alexander Fleming, the discoverer of penicillin, to describe an unknown element with bacteriolytic activity present in a variety of animal tissues. [97] The protein was first purified from egg white and crystallized in the 1940s. [98] The structure of hen egg white lysozyme was determined by X-ray crystallography in 1967 [99] and was the first structure of an enzymatic protein. The first lysozyme structure to be deposited into the PDB was in
1974[100]. Subsequently, almost 400 high-resolution structures of this protein have been deposited.

3.3.1 Growth of lysozyme microcrystals and grid preparation

Lysozyme was purchased from Fisher Scientific and a 200 mg/ml solution was prepared in 50 mM Sodium Acetate pH 4.5. The lysozyme solution was mixed 1 to 1 with precipitant solution (3.5M Sodium chloride; 15% PEG 5,000; 50 mM Sodium acetate pH 4.5) and 2 μl drops were set for the hanging drop vapor diffusion crystallization. Crystals appeared after 1 day of incubation at room temperature. The drops contained crystals of varying size up to approximately 50 x 50 x 50 μm. Microcrystals appeared as barely visible specks under light microscopy (Figure 3).

Figure 3.

Images of lysozyme microrystals. (A) Light micrograph showing lysozyme microcrystals (three examples indicated by arrows) in comparison with larger crystals of the size normally used for X-ray crystallography. Scale bar is 50 μm. (B) Lysozyme microcrystals visualized in over-focused diffraction mode on the cryo-EM prior to data collection. Scale bar is 1 μm.
Following crystal formation the sample was diluted 3 to 5 times in 5% PEG 200. A 5μl drop of the crystal solution was applied to a quantifoil 2/2 holey carbon copper EM grid. The grid was then blotted by touching the back of grid with a Whatman filter paper and vitrified by plunging into liquid ethane using a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI). The frozen-hydrated grid was loaded onto a Gatan 626 cryo-holder and transferred to a cryo-TEM.

3.3.2 Electron Diffraction

All electron microscopy was performed on a FEI Tecnai F20 TEM equipped with a field emission electron source (FEG) and operating at 200 kV. Electron diffraction pattern tilt series data were recorded with a bottom mount TVIPS F416 4k x 4k CMOS camera with pixel size 15.6 mm using built in series exposure mode. The electron dose was kept below 0.01 e/Å² per second and each frame of a data set was taken with an exposure time of up to 10 seconds per frame. The electron dosage was calibrated with the use of a Faraday cage as well as by calibrating the counts on the CMOS detector in bright field mode. The camera length was optimized for the desired resolution as described previously.[57]

Over 100 crystals were surveyed for potential diffraction with about 50% showing diffraction, the best to 1.7Å resolution. Data sets of varying quality were collected from approximately 60 individual microcrystals. Each data set consisted of
up to 90 still frames taken at 1° intervals with a maximum total dose of ~9e-/Å² per crystal. Additional datasets were collected with 0.1° tilt intervals.

3.3.3 Data processing

Of the 60 data sets collected three were chosen for structure determination. These sets were chosen for a variety of factors. They had high quality spots extending well past 3.0 Å and were estimated to cover 100% of reciprocal space when symmetry related reflections were combined. Also one of the three data sets came close to intersecting a major plane, which although not necessary for structure determination, made the process easier as the unit cell dimensions could be estimated by measurement. The datasets are detailed in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Angles covered</th>
<th>Increment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>-13° to 33°</td>
<td>1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0° to 39°</td>
<td>1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-25° to 30°</td>
<td>1°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Datasets used for lysozyme structure determination

Each of the three data sets was processed with the programs written for the microED suite (Appendices A1.1 –A1.10):

1_find_lengths.py: rough determination of unit cell lengths.

2_calc_ucvectors.py: rough determination of the vectors that describe the unit cell in 3-dimensional space.

3_spot_index.py: indexing of the spots for finer unit cell vector determination
4_refine_spots.py: refinement of the spots for unit cell vectors determination

5_UCR_index.py: re-indexing of the images using the refined spots

6_recalculate_vectors.py: calculation of more accurate unit cell vectors from the new indexing.

7_measure_intensities.py: measurement of background subtracted spot intensities

merge_p422_maxonly.py: merging of intensities using only the maximum intensity for each Miller index.

Although the unit cell dimensions of the crystals was already known, unit cell determination was performed on the first dataset to verify the accuracy of the programs. Approximately 900 spots were picked from 20 images from tilts of -20° to 20° and the program 1_find_lengths.py was run. The output of 1_find_lengths.py clearly shows the correct unit cell lengths of 55 pixels for a and b and 112 for c. (Figure 4) The a priori knowledge that this particular crystal has the dimensions, measured in pixels, of a = b = 55, c = 112 and α = β = γ = 90° eliminated the need for trial and error indexing that would be required to validate an unknown unit cell.

The unit cell dimensions were entered into 2_calcucvectors and the resulting vectors used to index the diffraction spots using 3_spot_index.py. For Figure 4:
Unit cell predictions for lysozyme by 1_find_lengths.py  Predictions were made with approximately 900 spots chosen from 20 images over -20° to 20° tilt. Peaks for the correct a and b (55 px) and c (112 px) unit cell lengths are denoted with arrows. Peaks for a→2b (65 px), 2(a→2b) (130 px), a→2c (156 px), and a→3b (173 px) are also apparent (marked with stars).
all three data sets the quality of spot indexing was very high so no additional refinement of the unit cell vectors was performed. The intensities of the indexed spots were measured using `7_measure_intensities.py`. The ‘integration threshold’ value in this program is extremely important: if it is set too low, many ‘false positive’ spots will be recorded. This occurs when a predicted spot is not present but the overall background in the integrated area is slightly higher than the mean background intensity leading to false assignment of an intensity value. Most of the false positive spots will be discarded during merging, but some false positives will remain, contributing noise and lowering overall data quality. To establish the best threshold that strikes a balance between recording faint spots and avoiding false positives the spot intensities were measured with several different integration thresholds (Table 2).

**Table 2: Effect of intensity threshold on number of intensity measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Post-merge</th>
<th>Spots recorded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dataset 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6169</td>
<td>46392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>6121</td>
<td>25333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5460</td>
<td>12183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The integrated intensity measurements from all three datasets were individually merged using `merge_p422_maxonly.py` and all three merged datasets taken forward for molecular replacement.

Molecular replacement was performed using Phaser [101] with the lysozyme structure 4AXT [102] as a search model. The highest TFZ score (14.7) was found for the 0.1 threshold dataset so it was taken forward for refinement. The model was
improved by multiple rounds of realspace, individual B-factor, rigid body refinement and simulated annealing using PHENIX. [19]

The final model was calculated to 3.0 Å resolution with acceptable statistics (table 3) and geometry when examined with procheck [103] (Figure 6). The model shows 0.369 Å RMSD (all atoms) and 0.313 Å (Cα only) from PDB 2EPE, [104] a published lysozyme structure at similar resolution but not the model used for molecular replacement
**Table 3: Final model statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Data Collection</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excitation voltage</td>
<td>200 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Source</td>
<td>Field Emission Gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (Å)</td>
<td>~0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total electron dose per crystal</td>
<td>&lt; 6 eÅ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patterns per crystal</td>
<td>40-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. crystals used</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reflections to 2.9Å</td>
<td>36,821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Data Refinement</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>P4₃2₁2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit cell dimensions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a=b</td>
<td>77 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>37 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α=β=γ</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>3.0-20.0 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Unique Reflections</td>
<td>2182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections in working set</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections in test set</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness (3.0-3.7)</td>
<td>95% (89%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwork/Rfree (%)</td>
<td>24.1/29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD Bonds</td>
<td>0.009 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD Angles</td>
<td>0.730°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Preferred, allowed, generous, disallowed)</td>
<td>85; 15; 0; 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example of electron density from the final structure. Electron density for amino acids 87-103 of the 3.0 Å lysozyme structure with final model fit showing the quality of the determined density map.
**Ramachandran plot for the final model.** 100% of non-proline/glycine amino acid geometries are allowed. 96 residues (85%) are in favored regions. 17 Residues (15%) are in allowed regions. No residue geometries were in generously allowed or disallowed regions.
4 Confronting the challenges of crystallography without large crystals

4.1 Crystal size and radiation damage

Large protein crystals are necessary because of the destructive effects of radiation damage. For every elastic scattering event that yields useful diffraction data there are on average 10 inelastic X-ray scattering events, each depositing approximately 8 KeV of energy into the crystal. This adds up to approximately 80 KeV of energy being transferred to the crystal per useful elastic scattering event. The energy heats and damages the crystal; breaking covalent bonds, destroying unit cells, and degrading the order and regularity of the crystal lattice. As the crystal degrades and the number of unit cells declines, the recorded intensities are affected. The intensity of diffraction spots is determined by the number of unit cells available to diffract the incipient beam. Because unit cells are destroyed by radiation damage the intensity drops off rapidly during beam exposure. Because structure determination depends on accurate relative intensity measurements, radiation damage effects become a significant problem.

The first major advance in mitigating radiation damage was cryocrystallography. At liquid nitrogen temperature crystals were not only found to suffer significantly less radiation damage, but to yield higher resolution diffraction data. Freezing crystals reduces disorder, which is especially advantageous. It can improve the intensities of high-resolution diffraction spots and can also stabilize
enzyme-substrate and protein-protein interactions allowing them to be visualized with X-ray crystallography.\textsuperscript{[107]}

Electron crystallographers begin with an advantage in the radiation damage arena. The ratio of elastic to inelastic scattering for electrons is about one third that of X-rays and the amount of energy deposited by each inelastic event is approximately 0.075\% of an inelastic X-ray scattering event. This leads to a total dose per elastic scattering event that is 1000-fold less than that of X-rays.\textsuperscript{[105]} Despite this, high energy electrons still result in significant radiation damage, especially in the case of the thin 2-dimensional crystals used in electron crystallography.\textsuperscript{[108]}

Microcrystal electron diffraction avoids the negative effects of radiation damage by taking advantage of the lower radiation damage caused by electrons over X-rays and collecting data with very low doses of electrons. We performed an experiment to determine the ‘critical dosage threshold’; how much electron dosage a crystal could tolerate before radiation damage began to reduce the quality of diffraction data.

A single lysozyme microcrystal of dimensions approximately 1 x 5 x 0.5 μm was exposed to the electron beam for 10 seconds allowing for the collection of a usable diffraction pattern. The exposure subjected the crystal to a dose of approximately 0.01 e-/Å\(^2\) and was repeated 120 times for a cumulative dose of 12.0 e-/Å\(^2\). The intensities of three diffraction spots, with resolutions ranging from 2.9-4.6 Å, were measured in the 120 resulting diffraction patterns. A plot of the normalized spot intensities over the course of the experiment shows a distinct drop.
in the measured intensities at a cumulative dose of approximately 9 e-/Å². (Figure 7) This critical dose measurement suggests the current data collection procedures should be allow for the collection of a maximum of 90 diffraction patterns from this individual crystal before radiation damage becomes a consideration.

4.2 Measurement of partial intensities and merging

As stated in section 3.2.3.3 a great deal of data was discarded during the merging process. The overall multiplicity for the recorded Bragg peaks was 8.7, meaning that for each peak an average of 8.7 intensity measurements were made. Unfortunately the majority of measurements for any given peak do not record the full intensity. Each Bragg peak can be visualized as a sphere in reciprocal space. The intensity measurement is derived from the intersection of the plane of the Ewald sphere with Bragg peak sphere. If the Ewald sphere does not pass through the center of the reflection a partial intensity is recorded. In traditional X-ray crystallography the crystal is rotated during data collection allowing the ewald sphere to sweep through the Bragg peak, increasing the chance of recording each reflection's full intensity. In the current implementation of the microED technique the crystal is stationary, meaning that not only is probability of recording a partial intensity for any given reflection higher, but this probability increases as resolution increases.

Figure 8 shows the profile of a reflection at ~2.5 Å from 3 consecutive diffraction patterns over 0.2° of tilt. The spot is almost completely covered by this
Figure 7.

**Effects of cumulative electron dose on diffraction data quality.** Normalized intensity versus total accumulated dose for three diffraction spots observed over 120 sequential exposures; each of a dose of \(\sim 0.1 \text{ e}^{-}/\text{Å}^{2}\) for a total accumulated dose of \(\sim 12 \text{ e}^{-}/\text{Å}^{2}\). A decrease in diffraction intensity becomes apparent at a dosage of \(\sim 9 \text{ e}^{-}/\text{Å}^{2}\) ("critical dose"). Bars indicate ± s.e.m.

... small tilt increment. During data collection the crystal was tilted at 1° increments suggesting there would be a high probability of recording a partial intensity for this spot, if not missing it completely. This will have negative effects on the data set, which are compounded at high resolution. As resolution increases more of the recorded reflections will be partial intensities and data completeness will decrease
Figure 8.

Three-dimensional profiles of the intensity of a single reflection over three consecutive diffraction patterns. Patterns taken at −0.1°, 0°, and 0.1° degree relative tilts. The plots show the approximate dimensions of the full reflection with a width (full width at half maximum height) of 3–5 pixels in the x, y, and z direction.
as more reflections are missed completely. The probability of detecting any given spot can be crudely estimated by looking at how resolution affects the distance the Ewald sphere plane moves with each tilt increment. This ‘travel’ (t) can be described as:

\[ t = \frac{L}{r} \tan \theta \]

where \( L \) is the image edge length in pixels, \( r \) the resolution of the spot and \( \theta \) the tilt angle. By this calculation the travel at 3.0 Å resolution in these datasets is approximately 23 pixels, approximately half of the smallest lysozyme unit cell.

For this first lysozyme structure the dataset was limited to 3.0 Å resolution to reach an acceptable level of fully recorded intensities. To obtain a dataset with high completeness and full reflections at higher resolutions the tilt increment must be decreased, meaning a larger number of exposures will be required to fully cover the reciprocal space. This would require merging data from a large number of crystals, which raises additional issues with scaling between crystals. More promising technical solutions to this problem are recording diffraction patterns from a continuously rotating crystal or beam precession, which will be discussed further in section 5.1. Beam precession simulates the crystal oscillation in X-ray crystallography by moving the electron beam relative to the crystal.
4.3 Multiple scattering

The vast majority of electromagnetic waves (electrons or X-rays) that interact with matter pass directly through without scattering. The emergent waves from the small percentage of scattered radiation have the possibility of being scattered again before exiting, this phenomenon is called multiple (or dynamical) scattering. Although this probability is extremely small, multiple scattering can have deleterious effects on the accuracy of Bragg peak intensity measurements. Because structure determination depends on accurate measurements of Bragg peak intensities it is important to account for the effects of multiple scattering.

The data collection method of X-ray crystallography eliminates the effects of multiple scattering. During diffraction the 3-dimensional crystal is not stationary, but slowly rotated. This reduces the intensity contributions from multiple scattering events. For multiple scattering to contribute to a diffraction spot, two lattice points must be in contact with the Ewald sphere simultaneously. If this condition is met for a static crystal the dynamic scattering contributes over the whole exposure time. In a moving crystal the amount of time when the two lattice points both share contact with the Ewald sphere is short relative to the total exposure. Although the multiply scattered waves are still measured, their intensities are smeared and contribute only background to the pattern.

Because the crystals in electron diffraction are stationary and electrons interact with matter more strongly, multiple scattering is a concern for electron diffraction. The effects of multiple scattering on the intensities of 2-dimensional
crystal diffraction patterns have been well studied. Using low energy electrons (20 keV) the intensities from 2-dimensional bacteriorhodopsin crystals showed deviations of up to 40% due to multiple scattering\textsuperscript{[110]} Increasing the energy of the electron beam to 100 keV reduced multiple scattering to less than 10%, an acceptable level for structure determination.\textsuperscript{[110]} The electron beam used for microED data collection had a 200 keV acceleration voltage which will further reduce the amount of multiple scattering. Multiple scattering is dependent on the thickness of the sample. Glaeser and Downing\textsuperscript{[111]} estimated samples thicker than 20 nm would have too much multiple scattering for accurate intensity measurement. Because the lysozyme microcrystals used in these experiments are approximately 25 times thicker than Glaeser and Downing's proposed limit, multiple scattering must be addressed.

An experiment was performed to examine the contribution of multiple scattering to the intensities observed in the microcrystal electron diffraction. Multiply scattered waves contribute to the observed intensity of neighboring Miller indices making the full description of the intensity of any given Bragg peak:

\[
I_{\text{total}} = I - I_x + I_d
\]

where \(I\) is the intensity from perfect kinematical scattering at the target index, \(I_x\) the intensity lost to multiple scattering at this index and \(I_d\) the intensity gained from multiple scattering at other indices.
The measured intensity is the sum of kinematic ($I$) and multiple scattering ($I_x + I_d$) and there is no way to de-convolute sources of the final combined intensities. This experiment takes advantage of the symmetry relations of Bragg peaks in the p43212 lysozyme crystal to observe only multiple scattering, an adaptation of the technique originally used to demonstrate multiple scattering phenomena in 1937. This symmetry is characterized by a series of systematic absences, Miller indices where, because of symmetry relations, no Bragg peaks are observed ($I = 0$). In the datasets collected for microED, small intensities were observed at the Miller indices expected to contain systematic absences, illustrated in figure 9. At these Miller indices, where $I = 0$, the observed intensity can be solely attributed to $I_d$ and thus allows estimation of the amount of multiple scattering.

In p43212 symmetry systematic absences are expected along the $h = 0$ and $k = 0$ Miller indices for Bragg peaks with Miller indices $(2n + 1, 0, 0)$ and $(0, 2n + 1, 0)$. The intensity observed at these spots is ascribed to multiple scattering at the four directly adjacent spots at Miller indices $(2n \pm 2, 1, 0)$ and $(2n \pm 2, -1, 0)$ for the $h$ plane and $(1, 2n \pm 2, 0)$ and $(1, 2n \pm 2, -1, 0)$ for the $k$ plane. The intensities at these expected systematic absences were compared to each of the four adjacent spots that contributed through primary multiple scattering. On average the intensity in the systematic absences was found to be 4.9% of the total intensity of the adjacent spots (max 12.4%, standard deviation 2.7%, $n = 17$) suggesting that although not negligible, the effects of multiple scattering on the observed intensities are acceptably small.
Dynamic scattering in lysozyme 3D crystals. Intensity measurements along the a^* axis of a raw diffraction pattern illustrate the relatively small contributions due to dynamic scattering. (A) Diffraction pattern from the major plane of a lysozyme crystal with visible intensity in the (2n+1,0,0) and (0,2n+1,0) Miller indices (boxed in red). (B) (2n+1, 0, 0) reflections (starred) are expected to be systematically absent and observed intensities at these indices are assumed to be the result of dynamic scattering. Image contrast was enhanced for clarity using ImageJ.
4.4 *Does molecular replacement work with microED data?*

All of the operations for phasing by molecular replacement and model building after merging of symmetry related intensities are identical to those performed in standard X-diffraction. These methods are well-validated and when performed properly minimize the effects of model bias on the final structure.\[114\] The methods for spot integration and merging in this early incarnation of microED are crude and undoubtedly contribute error to the measured intensities. This raises the question of how much error is acceptable, and whether a solution could be found using what is essentially noise, a phenomenon which has been dramatically demonstrated with electron micrographs. \[115\] This is especially a concern for the test case using lysozyme, as the model used is essentially identical to the actual solution.

An initial comparison of the microED intensities with intensities obtained by X-ray diffraction of the same crystal form indicate that the intensity measurements follow a similar trend and are not dominated by noise. A complete X-ray diffraction data set was collected from larger crystals taken from the same batch that yielded the microcrystals used for microED. The intensity measurements for each Miller index were compared and showed an acceptable (R=0.57) cross-correlation. (Figure 10 panel B) This supports the hypothesis that the microED data set contains useful information and is not simply random noise.
Comparisons of structure factors between datasets. Each point represents a single Miller index. In each case the slope of the fit represents the scaling factor between the two datasets. (A) Comparison of X-ray dataset collected in house with structure factors from PDB entry 4AXT. (B) Comparison of in-house X-ray dataset with microED structure factors from a static crystal with intensities extracted using the microED software suite.

A program was written (ints-validation.py, appendix 2.1) to generate multiple randomized datasets to test the robustness of the phasing and model building procedure. The test datasets were generated as follows:
1. All measured intensities were replaced with random numbers ranging between the minimum and maximum of the actual observed experimental values.

2. The experimental intensity values were retained but the Miller indices were randomized.

3. All experimental intensities were replaced with an actual intensity value that was measured by X-ray crystallography of an unrelated structure (Calmodulin, PDB 3SUI)\(^{116}\)

4. Each experimental intensity was increased or decreased randomly by up to 35%.

In addition, the correct experimental dataset was also used and labeled as dataset “5”. These five datasets were treated as “blind test cases” where the user did not know the identities of the test datasets. Each test dataset was subjected to molecular replacement against lysozyme\(^ {102}\) and two rounds of refinement in PHENIX\(^ {19}\) were performed. Only dataset 5, which contained the correct observed experimental intensities yielded a solution by molecular replacement that was able to be further refined to acceptable \(R_{\text{work}}\), \(R_{\text{free}}\) and geometry. Datasets 1-3, which contained the random errors described above did not yield MR solutions. Dataset 4 yielded a lower quality MR solution that was not able to be refined to produce an acceptable structure (Table 4).
### TABLE 4: Results of model validation with modified datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Molecular Replacement Result</th>
<th>TFZ</th>
<th>Final R_free (%)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No solution</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Solution**</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No solution</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Random Intensities, ‡Shuffled Miller indices. ¢Calmodulin replaced intensities.

A second test of the robustness of the MR procedure was performed by using a number of unrelated structures, chosen from the PDB for their similar unit cell dimensions and protein molecular weights, as search models against the microED experimental data. The unrelated structures were: T4 lysozyme [117], calmodulin [118], dodecin [119], and αA crystallin [120], their relevant characteristics are listed in table 5. None of the test structures were able to give an acceptable solution with MR.

Together, these experiments indicate that the extracted intensities are sufficiently accurate to yield a reliable structure, and that model bias originating from MR did not skew the results.
Table 5: Models for molecular replacement validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>M.W. (kDa)</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
<th>Unit cell dimensions</th>
<th>MR solution found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hen Egg White Lysozyme</td>
<td>4AXT</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;2&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;1&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>a = b = 78.24 Å, c = 37.47 Å, α = β = γ = 90°</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Lysozyme</td>
<td>2LZM</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;12</td>
<td>a = b = 61.20 Å, c = 96.80 Å, α = β = 90°, γ = 120°</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calmodulin</td>
<td>3CLN</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>a = 29.71 Å, b = 53.79 Å, c = 24.99 Å, α = 94.13°, β = 97.57°, γ = 89.46°</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodecin</td>
<td>4B2J</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>F&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;12</td>
<td>a = b = c = 142.90 Å, α = β = γ = 90°</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αA Crystallin</td>
<td>3L1E</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;1&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;1&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>a = b = 56.22 Å, c = 68.66 Å, α = β = γ = 90°</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Improvements to microED methods

This work is meant to serve as proof of concept that a high resolution protein structure can be determined using the microED method. This work utilized extremely robust crystals of a model protein and used some methodological shortcuts which resulted in a decrease in data accuracy. Additional method development will help to expand the utility of the method, make it accessible to general users, and allow for higher resolution structure determination.

5.1 More accurate intensity measurements

In traditional X-ray crystallography the crystal is rotated as data is collected. As discussed previously this serves two important purposes. First, it allows the Ewald sphere to move through each Bragg peak in reciprocal space resulting in a more complete measurement of the spot’s intensity. Second, it spreads out multiple scattering reducing its relative contribution to each reflection. Because the data collection for the microED proof of concept was performed using a stationary crystal both partial intensities and multiple scattering contribute error to the intensity measurements, especially at high resolution. Implementing a rotation data collection method in microED will improve the accuracy of the intensity measurements and allow better structure determination. This is especially important if the method is to be used to solve novel protein structures, as ab initio
phasing methods (as mentioned in section 2.1.2) are dependent on accurate intensity measurements.

5.1.1 Beam precession

The beam precession method developed by Vincent and Midgley\cite{121} provides an effective method for reproducing the positive effects of sample rotation like that performed in X-ray crystallography. In precession the crystal is stationary and the electron beam is aimed so it hits the crystal at an angle. The beam is then rotated at a frequency of several Hz using the condenser lens deflector coils of the microscope. The rotation is in a conical geometry so as to keep the apex of the cone stationary on the sample. Counter-rotation by the image shift coils below the sample stabilizes the image resulting in a static image generated by a precessed beam. The technology for implementing beam precession is well-established in the materials science field and commercially available.\cite{122}

5.2 Improvements to sample preparation

Additional experiments were performed in an attempt to collect data and possibly determine a structure for crystals of proteins other than lysozyme. These experiments demonstrate the sample preparation challenges that may be encountered when expending the technique to proteins that generate crystals that may be more fragile and less robust than lysozyme.
For microcrystal electron diffraction to become a widely applicable method, sample preparation must be relatively straightforward and reproducible. Although lysozyme crystals readily adhered to the EM grids in these experiments, further screening has shown microcrystals of other proteins to be less cooperative. Attempts have been made to prepare girds with a variety of proteins; the transporters AlaT and XylE, thaumatin, green fluorescent protein (GFP), and glucose isomerase, with varying degrees of success, but no complete data sets have been collected from proteins other than lysozyme.

5.2.1 Cryonegative stain

In initial experiments protein micro crystals were first screened by uranyl formate negative stain EM to determine if crystals were present. Negative stain EM is not a viable method for high resolution structure determination because its resolution is limited to 18 – 20 Å \textsuperscript{[123]} and the process dehydrates samples, which would be especially deleterious to crystals containing high water content. Despite this, the speed and relative ease of grid preparation, as well as the high-contrast images generated, makes it a convenient method for higher throughput screening of candidates that can later be taken to cryoEM.

Crystallization drops prepared with the sodium-coupled alanine transporter AlaT were obtained from a collaborator. These drops contained large crystals that had previously shown X-ray diffraction to ~6 Å resolution. Under examination
under negative stain EM the drops showed large number of microcrystals with the crystalline lattice visible by eye. Upon preparing a cryogrid microcrystals were still visible but no diffraction could be obtained. A possible explanation for the lack of diffraction from these crystals is damage during the process of preparing the grid which involves pipetting, blotting, freezing, and subsequent handing of the grid.

A similar phenomenon was observed with Thaumatin, where microcrystals with readily observed under negative stain, showing multiple orders of reflections in their Fourier transform, but were absent on cryogrids. (Figure 11)

**Figure 11.**

**Microcrystals of Thaumatin negatively stained with uranyl formate.** (A) low magnification (B) high magnification, with a lattice visible to the eye. (C) Fourier transform of a region of image B, showing multiple reflections.

This raises the question of whether the negative staining procedure was improving the retention of the microcrystals on the EM grid, and if aspects of the technique can be harnessed to improve sample preparation. One technique that adds negative stain reagents to the procedure but still maintains hydration of the sample is cryo-negative staining. Cryonegative staining was originally developed to
combine the contrast enhancing effects of negative staining while preventing sample deformation caused by dehydration.\textsuperscript{124} Although contrast enhancement is not necessary for microcrystal electron diffraction, cryo-negative staining may replicate some of the effects that allowed crystal retention under negative stain.

Under Cryo-negative staining samples are applied to EM grids with a relatively large amounts of ammonium molybdate compared to traditional negative staining then blotted and frozen as before. Particles under cryo-negative stain conditions have been observed to spontaneously form two-dimensional arrays, possibly due to the high ionic strength of the stain.\textsuperscript{124} This raises the possibility that some effects of the staining process may encourage order in the sample and could be used to improve the microcrystal electron diffraction sample prep. Experiments have shown data collection from cryo-negative stained two-dimensional crystals with no loss of resolution\textsuperscript{124} although the technique has never been applied to three-dimensional microcrystals.

Uranyl formate has also been used for cryo-negative stain using a novel carbon sandwich technique, and was also shown to preserve protein complexes in a hydrated state.\textsuperscript{125} Modification of this method might also prove useful for microcrystal grid preparation.

5.2.2 Cryosectioning

Microcrystal electron diffraction crystal preparations sometimes suffer from the opposite problem from x-ray crystallography; crystals are often too large. The
lysozyme crystal preparations contained crystals of varying size and thickness, and only the smallest and thinnest crystals were chosen for data collection. Even then, because of the limited electron beam penetrance, crystal thickness was an important factor in collection quality data. Crystals that appeared thick, estimated as >3µm, did not yield diffraction data because the electron beam could not penetrate the sample. Crystals that appeared slightly thinner, estimated at ~1.5µm, would provide diffraction, however the quality of diffraction would vary depending on the sample tilt. As the crystal was tilted the actual beam path through it became longer. This had significant effects on the attainable resolution as illustrated in figure 12. Therefore crystals of this thickness and size were not used for data collection. Only the thinnest of crystals, those ~0.5µm thick, were able to generate consistent diffraction resolutions throughout the tilt series.

The need to locate crystals of appropriate thickness may become a limitation especially if the target protein is prone to form crystals that are just slightly too large or if other factors reduce the retention of smaller crystals on the grid. One method that may bypass this problem and increase the high-throughput potential of microcrystal electron diffraction is cryoelectron microscopy of vitreous sections (CEMOVIS). CEMOVIS takes advantage of the fact vitreous ice will cut cleanly without fracturing like crystalline ice allowing for reproducible production of sections down to 50 nm thickness. This might be very advantageous, not only insuring the ability to find crystals of the proper thinness but also allowing collection of diffraction data from crystal sections of uniform thickness. This would
eliminate variability in intensity measurements due to crystal thickness and simplify
the merging of data from multiple crystals.

Figure 12.

**Effects of crystal thickness on maximum attainable resolution.** Maximum resolutions
recorded from each frame of an 80 image tilt series with (A) thick and (B) thin crystals.
6 Conclusion

This work describes proof of principal for protein structure determination by electron diffraction of three-dimensional microcrystals (microED). The method allows for collection of diffraction data from crystals much smaller than those necessary for traditional X-ray diffraction and is more convenient and widely applicable than electron diffraction of two-dimensional protein-lipid crystals.

Currently the largest bottleneck in crystallography is the production of large well-ordered crystals. Many proteins of biological interest will not readily form large crystals, although they will often generate very small microcrystals. Many a graduate student and postdoc's career has been spent of optimizing conditions that yield tiny crystals in order to improve the crystal size. It is hoped that with further development this method may allow researchers to streamline this painful optimization process.

This work shows the structure of hen egg white lysozyme, a model protein, determined, by microED, to a resolution comparable to that of X-ray crystallography. The next milestone for the technique is the determination of a novel high-resolution protein structure. This will require refinements and advances in several areas; sample preparation, collection and processing of high resolution data, and experimental phasing.

Another future challenge of this work will be to apply the technique to less tractable proteins. Well-behaved proteins such as lysozyme generally form large crystals very readily and their structure determination by X-ray crystallography has
become routine. Some proteins are only able to form microcrystals and may be prime candidates for this approach, but will require significant method development before mounting crystals to the grid, freezing, and data collection becomes routine.

Improvements in data collection and processing will allow for the collection of accurate intensities for high resolution Bragg peaks. Highly accurate intensity measurements will allow for experimental phasing, a key process for solving structures of proteins with no homologous known structures.

Finally, the integration of three-dimensional microcrystal electron diffraction data processing into existing software suites will make the process more user-friendly and widely applicable. To be truly successful microcrystal electron diffraction must not only be a method that fills gaps left by current techniques, but must be practical and accessible to academic and industrial researchers across the world.
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Appendix 1: Source code of programs in the microED suite.
All programs are distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL) and available at http://github.com/gonenlab/2013UED.git.

A1.1: find lengths.py
Charts the distribution of the shortest vectors between user chosen spots allowing for estimation of unit cell dimensions. Output a histogram and .csv file containing number of observations for each length bin.

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python
## imports

## Finds the average unit cell vector using find_cell_params.json which is created by user or from imageJ files and i2cfiles.py
# Matt Iadanza 2013-07-05
import json
import os
import math
import numpy
from collections import Counter
import datetime
# get some variables:
data = json.load(open('cataspot.json'))
output = open("magfreqs.csv", "w")
drawplot = open("plot", "w")
params = json.load(open('params.json'))
### prepare the logfile:
logout = open("logfile.txt", "w")
logout.write("** MxED logfile **

using cataspot.json created: %s

user name: %s

Programs run and results
------------------------

image size: %sx%s
edge res: %s

res cutoff: %s

hrange

krange

res cutoff: %s

now = datetime.datetime.now()
logout.write("1_find_lengths %s

" % now.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M"))

os.system('clear')

#### version check
vers = 1
catspotvers = data["metadata"]['file version']
print "** Rough Unit Cell Determination vers %s **" % round(vers,2) if vers != catspotvers:
    print "datafile version mismatch %s/%s may cause errors" % (round(vers,2),round(catspotvers,2))
else:
    print "version check passed"

#### do it

print "make the spolist dictionarys"
spolist= []  # input raw spot number returns numpy array with vector
xydic = {}  # original x,y coords to image#,spot#
xyzdic = {} # calculated x,y,z coords to image#,spot#

with open('imagelist.txt') as f:  
    images2process = f.read().splitlines()

spotrange = []
for eachimage in images2process:
    theta = float(data["data"]["images"][eachimage]["tiltangle"])
```
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for i in data["data"]['images'][eachimage]['spots']:
    ox = i[0]
    oy = i[1]
    x = i[0] - data['data']['images'][eachimage]['beamcenter'][0][0]
y = -(oy - data['data']['images'][eachimage]['beamcenter'][0][1]) * math.cos(theta*math.pi/180.0)
z = -(oy - data['data']['images'][eachimage]['beamcenter'][0][1]) * math.sin(theta*math.pi/180.0)
spotrange.append(numpy.array([x,y,z]))

print "build spotlist: %s spots picked" % len(spotrange)

#### calculate the difference vectors for all combinations of spots

diffvectors = []
for n in spotrange:
    for i in spotrange:
        diff = numpy.subtract(n,i)
        if diff[0] and diff[1] and diff[2] != 0:
            diffvectors.append(diff)

print "%s difference vectors found" % len(diffvectors)

### count the distribution of the difference vectors

count = Counter()
for i in diffvectors:
    mag = round(numpy.linalg.norm(i),1)
    if mag != 0:
        count[mag] += 1

ymax = float(max(count.values()))/2+5

for i in count:
    if 0 < i < 250:
        output.write("%s %s \n" % (i,count[i]/2))


# A1.2: calc_ucvectors.py
Calculates up to 12 candidate unit cell vectors based on predicted unit cell lengths from _find_lengths.py_. Outputs the candidate vectors and a matrix of all the angles between candidate vectors.

```python
# /usr/bin/env python
## imports
## Finds the average unit cell vector using cataspot.json which is created by cataspo
# Matt Iadanza 20-07-05
import json
import os
import math
import numpy
import datetime
```
### user input variables

```plaintext
ea = 55.0       # expected a unit cell length
athresh = 1
eb = 55.0       # expected b unit cell length
bthresh = 1
ec = 112.0      # expected c dimension
cthresh = 1
```
### calculate difference vectors and sort out those that could be unit cells
print "subtract every vector from every other and determine the magnitude of results - keep possible unit cell vectors\n"

poucvs = []
for n in spotlist:
    for i in spotlist:
        diffvec = numpy.subtract(n, i)
        sub = numpy.linalg.norm(diffvec)
        if i[0] != n[0] and i[1] != n[1] and i[2] != n[2] and ((ea-athresh < sub < ea+athresh) or (eb-bthresh < sub < eb+bthresh) or (ec-cthresh < sub < ec+cthresh)):
            poucvs.append(diffvec)

print "%s possible unit cell vectors found" % len(poucvs)

### sort the unit cell vectors into parallel groups
### compare all vectors to xy normal test vectors
### use results to sort into roughly (within threshold) parallel groups

print "sorting unit cell vectors into parallel groups"
testvector1 = numpy.array([0,0,10000])
testvector2 = numpy.array([0,10000,0])
testvector3 = numpy.array([10000,0,0])
testvector4 = numpy.array([5000,5000,5000])
ose1 = []
oset2 = []
ose3 = []

## function to calculate the angle between two vectors
def calcang(a,b):
    v12 = numpy.dot(a,b)
    v1mag = numpy.linalg.norm(a)
    v2mag = numpy.linalg.norm(b)
    cosphi = abs((v12)/(v1mag*v2mag))
    return round((180/math.pi)*math.acos(round(cosphi,12)),0)

## function to calculate the angle between two vectors - nonabsoulte
def calcangnonabs(a,b):
    v12 = numpy.dot(a,b)
    v1mag = numpy.linalg.norm(a)
    v2mag = numpy.linalg.norm(b)
    cosphi = ((v12)/(v1mag*v2mag))
    return round((180/math.pi)*math.acos(round(cosphi,12)),0)

### initial grouping for parallel vectors

# identify which reference vectro each is closest to and furthest from (in terms of angles) use to classify into roughly parallel groups
orientations = {}
for i in poucvs:
    group01 = []
group02 = []
group03 = []
group10 = []
group12 = []
group13 = []
group20 = []
group21 = []
group23 = []
group30 = []
group31 = []
group32 = []
orientations[(i[0],i[1],i[2])] = [calcang(i,testvector1),calcang(i,testvector2),calcang(i,testvector3),calcang(i,testvector4)]

for i in orientations:
    scores = [orientations[i][0], orientations[i][1],orientations[i][2],orientations[i][3]]
    maxscore = scores.index(max(scores))
    minscore = scores.index(min(scores))
    i = numpy.array(i)
    if sum(numpy.cross(i,testvector1)) < 0:
        i = numpy.multiply(-1,i)
    globals()['group'+str(maxscore)+str(minscore)].append(i)

##### refine the groups - only keep vectors within 1 STD of eth mean for each of th four reference vectors
### goodgroups
good01 = []
good02 = []
good03 = []
good10 = []
good12 = []
good13 = []
good20 = []
good21 = []
good23 = []
good30 = []
good31 = []
good32 = []
###
### group calc function-----------------------------------------------
>>> def groupcalc(x,y):
    ang1 = []
    ang2 = []
    ang3 = []
    ang4 = []
    
    for i in x:
        ang1.append(calcangnonabs(i,testvector1))
        ang2.append(calcangnonabs(i,testvector2))
        ang3.append(calcangnonabs(i,testvector3))
        ang4.append(calcangnonabs(i,testvector4))
    
    for i in x:
        score1 = int(abs(numpy.mean(ang1)-calcangnonabs(i,testvector1))/(numpy.std(ang1)+.00001))
        score2 = int(abs(numpy.mean(ang2)-calcangnonabs(i,testvector2))/(numpy.std(ang2)+.00001))
        score3 = int(abs(numpy.mean(ang3)-calcangnonabs(i,testvector3))/(numpy.std(ang3)+.00001))
        score4 = int(abs(numpy.mean(ang4)-calcangnonabs(i,testvector4))/(numpy.std(ang4)+.00001))

        if score1+score2+score3+score4 < 1:
            globals()['good'+str(y)].append(i)

###-----------------------------------------------
>>> scaled01 = []
scaled02 = []
scaled03 = []

A5
scaled10 = []
scaled12 = []
scaled13 = []
scaled20 = []
scaled21 = []
scaled23 = []
scaled30 = []
scaled31 = []
scaled32 = []

##### output everything to screen #####
### make raw output file later?
### rough groups
for i in ('01','02','03','10','12','13','20','21','23','30','31','32'):
    if len(globals()['group'+i]) > 0:
        groupcalc(globals()['group'+i],i)

####### scale the vectors
##
----
calc minimum funct---------------
def calcmin(x):
    allmags = []
    for vector in x:
        allmags.append(numpy.linalg.norm(vector))
    return min(allmags)
--------------------------------------
for i in ('01','02','03','10','12','13','20','21','23','30','31','32'):
    for x in globals()['good'+i]:
        if numpy.linalg.norm(x) > 2*calcmin(globals()['good'+i]):
            globals()['scaled'+i].append(x/2)
        else:
            globals()['scaled'+i].append(x)

## -- list printing function------
def printlist(x):
    print "-----"
    for i in x:
        print i

##---------------------------------
##
---
list printing function------
def printlist(x):
    print "-----"
    for i in x:
        print i

#-----------------
funct to calculate mean vectors-----------------

#----------
candidates = []
## final mean vectors
print '
-----
Candidate vectors ------'
for i in ('01','02','03','10','12','13','20','21','23','30','31','32'):
    if len(globals()['good'+i]) > 2:
        print
        print i,vecmean(globals()['scaled'+i])[0],vecmean(globals()['scaled'+i])[1],
        len(globals()['scaled'+i])
A1.3: spots_index.py
Predicts diffraction spots on all images based on eth vectors calculated by 2_caluc_ucvectors. Draws illustrations showing the positions of predicted spots for review.

# /usr/bin/env python

## based off ts2_mod.py - modified to use Cataspot and new global parameters file.
# Matt Iadanza 2013-09-16

# predict spots in all images (including non major plain images) based on the unit cell vectors produced by findcell.py and refined using findparallel.py
# outputs batch#.csv that is used by revcoords_tf.py to produce an illustration of the spots. Uses Brent's new (more accurate) matrix method
#
# Matt Iadanza 2013-07-08

#### Imports:
import numpy
import math
import os
import json
import datetime

########### Variables
params = json.load(open('params.json'))
imgsize = params["imgsize"]
boxsize = params["circrad"]
imgmaxres = params["imgmaxres"]
reslimit = params["reslimit"]
hvals = range(-params["hrange"], params["hrange"]+1)
kvals = range(-params["krange"], params["krange"]+1)
lvals = range(-params["lrange"], params["lrange"]+1)
a = numpy.array(params["aucvec"])
b = numpy.array(params["bucvec"])
c = numpy.array(params["cucvec"])
maxresrad = (imgmaxres/reslimit)*(0.5*imgsize)
circrad = params["circrad"]

#### open logfile
logout = open("logfile.txt", "a")
now = datetime.datetime.now()
logout.write("n3_spot_index t\$\s$n" % now.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M"))

logout.write("vectors:\t\$\s$n\t\$\s$n\t\$\s$n" % (a,b,c))

........................ build the list of all the matrix of hk coords
hklindices = []
for eachhval in hvals:
    for eachkval in kvals:
        for eachlval in lvals:
            hklindices.append((eachhval, eachkval, eachlval))

########### Get the images to process from the list

with open('imagelist.txt') as pfile:
    imagestoprocess = pfile.read().splitlines()
print "processing "+str(len(imagestoprocess))+' images\n"
data = json.load(open("cataspot.json"))
for eachimage in imagestoprocess:
    spots2draw = []
    ## get the image specific parameters
    imgsplat = eachimage.split('."
    imagename = imgsplat[0]+".gif"
    output = file(imgsplat[0]+"_spots.csv", "w")
    ###### calculate the vectors for the reference spots and their dot product:
    xcenter = data["data"]['images'][eachimage]['beamcenter'][0][0]
ycenter = data["data"]['images'][eachimage]['beamcenter'][0][1]
theta = float(data["data"]['images'][eachimage]['tiltangle'])
refpoints = data["data"]['images'][eachimage]['references']
bscentx = data["data"]['images'][eachimage]['beamstopcenter'][0][0]
bscenty = data["data"]['images'][eachimage]['beamstopcenter'][0][1]
bsrbotx = bscenty-100
bsrboty = bscenty+100
bsrad = params['beamstoprad']
imagename = imgsplat[0]+".gif"
refvectors = []
for i in refpoints:
    x = i[0] - xcenter
    y = (ycenter - i[1])*math.cos(theta*math.pi/180)
    z = (ycenter - i[1])*math.sin(theta*math.pi/180)
    refvectors.append(numpy.array([x,y,z]).reshape(3,1))
## make the unit matrix
unitmatrix = numpy.array([[a[0],b[0],c[0]],[a[1],b[1],c[1]],[a[2],b[2],c[2]]])
uninv = numpy.linalg.inv(unitmatrix)
r1 = numpy.dot(uninv, refvectors[0])
r2 = numpy.dot(uninv, refvectors[1])
r1round =
numpy.array((int(round(r1.item((0,0)),0)),int(round(r1.item((1,0)),0)),int(round(r1.item((2,0)),0))))
r2round =
numpy.array((int(round(r2.item((0,0)),0)),int(round(r2.item((1,0)),0)),int(round(r2.item((2,0)),0))))
checkplane = numpy.cross(r1round,r2round)
print "%s\t" % eachimage,
## test every hkl index
spots = []
for i in hklindices:
    hkltest = numpy.array([i[0]*checkplane[0],i[1]*checkplane[1],i[2]*checkplane[2]])
    if -0.25*numpy.linalg.norm(checkplane) <
        int(hkltest[0])+int(hkltest[1])+int(hkltest[2]) < numpy.linalg.norm(checkplane)*0.25:
        spots.append((i[0],i[1],i[2]))

########## calculate the xyz coordinates of all of miller indices
xydic = {}          # miller index returns point xy
xyzvectors = {}        # miller index returns x,y,z vector
for i in spots:
    x = (i[0]*a[0])+(i[1]*b[0])+(i[2]*c[0])
    y = (i[0]*a[1])+(i[1]*b[1])+(i[2]*c[1])
    z = (i[0]*a[2])+(i[1]*b[2])+(i[2]*c[2])
    xyzvectors[i] = numpy.array([x,y,z])
    xproj = x + xcenter
    yproj = ycenter - y/(math.cos(theta*(math.pi/180)))
    xydic[i] = (round(xproj,1),round(yproj,1))
    if xydic[i][1] > 0 and xydic[i][0] > 0:
        if math.sqrt(math.ceil(xydic[i][0]) - xcenter)**2 + (math.ceil(xydic[i][1]) - ycenter)**2 < maxresrad:
            if math.ceil(xydic[i][0]) < bscenx+bsrad or (math.ceil(xydic[i][0]) > bscenx+bsrad and (bsrboty-circrad > math.ceil(xydic[i][1]) or math.ceil(xydic[i][1]) > bsrboty+circrad)):
                if (math.ceil(xydic[i][0]) - bscenx)**2 + (math.ceil(xydic[i][1]) - bscenty)**2 > (bsrad**2) + circrad:
                    output.write("%s,%s,%s\n%s,%s\n%s\n" % (i[0],i[1],i[2],xydic[i][0],xydic[i][1],math.ceil(xydic[i][1])))
        spots2draw.append((xydic[i][0],xydic[i][1]))
### draw the images:
    imagename = imgsplit[0]+".gif"
    csvfile = imgsplit[0]+"_spots.csv"
    spotlist = []
    for i in spots2draw:
        spotlist.append("circle %s,%s %s,%s" % (i[0],i[1],float(i[0])+circrad,
                    float(i[1])+circrad))
    print "\%s spots" % len(spotlist)
    command = 'convert -size 4096x4096 xc:Black -font Arial -pointsize 10 -stroke Red -stroke
    2 -fill none -transparent black -draw "$s" +compress points_px.tif' % '
    '.join(spotlist))
    os.system('\\$s %command')
    os.system("convert %s %s -gravity center -compose over -composite %s" % (imagename, \\
    "points_px.tif",imgsplit[0]+"_spots.gif"))

A1.4: refine_spots.py
Refines spots by mass centering and draws illustrations showing the positions of the original and refined spots.

#!/usr/bin/env python
### use mass centering to find centers of spots
## Matt Iadanza 2013-07-23
#### imports:
import json
from PIL import Image
import os
import csv
import math
import numpy
import json
import datetime
### get yer dat
with open('imagelist.txt') as pfile:
    imagelist = pfile.read().splitlines()
    print "processing +str(len(imagelist))+" images"
    data = json.load(open('cataspot.json'))
    params = json.load(open('params.json'))
    boxsize = params["circrad"]
    fullbox = 2*boxsize
drawlist = []
drawlist2 = []

### open logfile
logout = open("logfile.txt", "a")
now = datetime.datetime.now()
logout.write("\n4_refine_spots \%s\n" % now.strftime("%Y-%m-%d \%H:%M"))

for eachimage in imagetolprocess:
    print eachimage
    imgsplit = eachimage.split('.')
    spots = []
    split = []
    imageroot = imgsplit[0]
    pic = Image.open(eachimage)
    values = csv.reader(open(imageroot+_spots.csv', 'rb'), delimiter='\t')
    output = open(imageroot+_spots_r.csv', 'w')
    rawout = open(imageroot+_spotrefinement_raw.txt', 'w')
    rawout.write("spot\toriginal xy\t\nxy\t\tdisplacement\n")
    for i in values:
        split = i[1].split(",")
        spots.append([float(split[0]),float(split[1]),i[0]])
    rootname = eachimage.split('.')[0]

    # for each spot make a spot sub array
    for eachspot in spots:
        spotbox = (int(float(eachspot[0]) - boxsize),int(float(eachspot[1]) - boxsize),int(float(eachspot[0]) + boxsize),int(float(eachspot[1]) + boxsize))
        spotregion = pic.crop(spotbox)
        spot = numpy.array(spotregion.getdata()).reshape(spotregion.size[0], spotregion.size[1])

    # calculate the background mask
    maskcoords = []
    maskrange = range(0,boxsize+1)
    center = [boxsize,boxsize]
    for i in maskrange:
        for n in maskrange:
            if math.sqrt((boxsize-i)**2 + (boxsize-n)**2) > boxsize:
                maskcoords.append([i,n])
                maskcoords.append([(2*boxsize)-i,n])
                maskcoords.append([i,(2*boxsize)-n])
                maskcoords.append([(2*boxsize)-i,(2*boxsize)-n])
    for i in maskcoords:
        zeros[i[0],i[1]] = 1
    bgmask = numpy.multiply(zeros,spot)
    bgmean = numpy.mean(bgmask[numpy.nonzero(bgmask)])

    # calculate the spot mask
    maskcoords = []
    maskrange = range(0,boxsize+1)
    center = [boxsize,boxsize]
    for i in maskrange:
        for n in maskrange:
            if math.sqrt((boxsize-i)**2 + (boxsize-n)**2) < boxsize:
                maskcoords.append([i,n])
                maskcoords.append([(2*boxsize)-i,n])
                maskcoords.append([i,(2*boxsize)-n])
                maskcoords.append([(2*boxsize)-i,(2*boxsize)-n])
    for i in maskcoords:
        zeros[i[0],i[1]] = 1
    spotmask = numpy.multiply(zeros,spot)

    # calculate center score
    rows = spot.sum(axis = 0)
    cols = spot.sum(axis = 1)
    displacement = (rows.argmax(axis = 0),cols.argmax(axis = 0))
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dispvalues = (float(displacement[0]-boxsize), float(displacement[1]-boxsize))

## calculate the new xy
newxy = []
drawlist.append("circle %s,%s %s,%s" % (float(eachspot[0]),float(eachspot[1]),float(eachspot[0]+dispvalues[0]),float(eachspot[1]+dispvalues[1])))
drawlist2.append("circle %s,%s %s,%s" % (float(newxy[0]),float(newxy[1]),float(newxy[0]),float(newxy[1]+boxsize)))

drawlist.append("circle %s,%s %s,%s" % (float(eachspot[0]),float(eachspot[1]),float(eachspot[0]+dispvalues[0]),float(eachspot[1]+dispvalues[1])))
drawlist2.append("circle %s,%s %s,%s" % (float(newxy[0]),float(newxy[1]),float(newxy[0]),float(newxy[1]+boxsize)))

rawout.write("%s,%s t%s,%s t%s n" % (eachspot[2],eachspot[0],eachspot[1],newxy[0],newxy[1],dispvalues[0],dispvalues[1]))

output.write("%s,%s t%s,%s n" % (eachspot[2],newxy[0],newxy[1],dispvalues[0],dispvalues[1]))

#### draw the images
    command1 = ('convert -size 4096x4096 xc:Black -stroke Blue -strokewidth 1 -fill none -transparent black -draw "%s" points_old.gif' % ' '.join(drawlist))
    os.system('#$s % command1)
    os.system('rm %s % command2)
drawlist = []
drawlist2 = []

    os.system("convert %s %s -gravity center -compose over -composite %s" % (imageroot+".gif", "points_old.gif",imageroot+"_refine_spots.gif"))
    os.system("convert %s %s -gravity center -compose over -composite %s" % (imageroot+"_refine_spots.gif", "points_new.gif",imageroot+"_refine_spots.gif"))

    #### cleanup
    os.system('rm points_old.gif')
    os.system('rm points_new.gif')

A1.5: UCR_index.py
Indexes all diffraction patterns using a high threshold for spot intensity. Generates a spot list used by 6_recalculate_vectors.py for unit cell vector calculation and draws illustrations showing the chosen spots for review.

#!/usr/bin/env python

###########################

## refines unit cell vectors based on spot centering...
## matt iadanza 2013-09-26

## modifications of integrate2_batch.py so it can handle data from cataspot.
## Matt Iadanza 2013-09-16

# findsw intensity or spots specified in a csv file. Version 2, trying to get more accurate intensities, wih improved
# background subtraction and some sor of thresholding
# Matt Iadanza 2013-07-22

########################### Variables

sqthresh = 1.15 # spot quality threshold % of mean background
centererrorthresh = 3

########################### imports
from PIL import Image
import os
import csv
import math
import numpy
import json
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import datetime

## get global parameters from parfile.

data = json.load(open('cataspot.json'))
params = json.load(open('params.json'))
imgsize = params['imgsize']
boxsize = params['circrad']
radius = range(1, boxsize+1)
fullbox = 2*boxsize
output = open("refined.txt","w")

### open logfile
logout = open("logfile.txt", "a")
now = datetime.datetime.now()
logout.write("\n%5_UCR_index %t%s\n% now.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M")
logout.write("Spot intensity threshold: %sx background
tCenter error threshold: %spx\n" % (sqthresh, centererrorthresh))

#### init and version check
os.system('clear')
vers = 1
catspotvers = data['metadata']['file version']
print "** Indexing for Unit Cell Vector Determination vers %s **" % round(vers,2)
if vers != catspotvers:
    print "datafile version mismatch %s/%s - may cause errors" % (round(vers,2), round(catspotvers,2))
else:
    print "version check -- passed"

## get list of images to process

with open('imagelist.txt') as pfile:
    imagestoprocess = pfile.read().splitlines()
print "processing " + str(len(imagestoprocess)) + " images"

try:
    # ## Start processing images
    # for eachimage in imagestoprocess:
    #     qualityspots = {} # input x,y return intensity
    #     theta = float(data['data']['images'][eachimage]['tiltangle'])
    #     # get the image specific parameters
    #     imgsplit = eachimage.split("."")
    #     spotthreshold = params['integrationthresh']
    #     rawoutput = open(imgsplit[0]+"_rawint.txt", "w")
    #     # open the image:
    #     pic = Image.open(eachimage)
    #     # prepare to process each spot
    #     values = csv.reader(open(imgsplit[0]+"_spots_r.csv", 'rb'), delimiter='\t')
    #     indexdic = {} # input xy return miller index
    #     coordadic = {} # input miller index return xy
    #     for row in values:
    #         indexdic[row[1]] = row[0] # input miller index return xy
    #     for row in values:
    #         indexdic[row[1]] = row[0]
    #         coordadic[row[0]] = row[1]
    #     # for each spot make a spot sub array
    #     xy = []
    #     for eachspot in indexdic:
    #         xy = eachspot.split("."")
    #         spotbox = (int(float(xy[0]) - boxsize), int(float(xy[1]) - boxsize), int(float(xy[0]) + boxsize), int(float(xy[1]) + boxsize))
    #         spotregion = pic.crop(spotbox)

except Exception as e:
    print "Exception occurred during processing: " + str(e)

finally:
    if rawoutput:
        rawoutput.close()
spot = numpy.array(spotregion.getdata()).reshape(spotregion.size[0], spotregion.size[1])
rawoutput.write( "nRaw spot %s" % indexdic[eachspot])
rawoutput.write( '\n'.join('t'.join(str(cell) for cell in row) for row in spot))

## calculate the background mask
zeros = numpy.zeros((fullbox,fullbox), numpy.int)
rawoutput.write( "n-BG matrix-\n")
maskcoords = []
maskrange = range(0,boxsize+1)
center = [boxsize,boxsize]
for i in maskrange:
  for n in maskrange:
    if math.sqrt((boxsize-i)**2 + (boxsize-n)**2) > boxsize:
      maskcoords.append([i,n])
      maskcoords.append([(2*boxsize-1)-i,n])
      maskcoords.append([i,(2*boxsize-1)-n])
      maskcoords.append([(2*boxsize-1)-i,(2*boxsize-1)-n])

for i in maskcoords:
  zeros[i[0],i[1]] = 1
bgmask = numpy.multiply(zeros,spot)
rawoutput.write( '\n'.join('t'.join(str(cell) for cell in row) for row in bgmask))
bgmean = numpy.mean(bgmask[numpy.nonzero(bgmask)])
rawoutput.write( "\nmean BG intensity: %s" % bgmean)

### calculate the spot mask and quality test spots
zeros = numpy.zeros((fullbox,fullbox), numpy.int)
rawoutput.write( "n-spotmatrix-\n")
maskcoords = []
maskrange = range(0,boxsize+1)
center = [boxsize,boxsize]
for i in maskrange:
  for n in maskrange:
    if math.sqrt((boxsize-i)**2 + (boxsize-n)**2) < boxsize:
      maskcoords.append([i,n])
      maskcoords.append([(2*boxsize-1)-i,n])
      maskcoords.append([i,(2*boxsize-1)-n])
      maskcoords.append([(2*boxsize-1)-i,(2*boxsize-1)-n])

for i in maskcoords:
  zeros[i[0],i[1]] = 1
spotmask = numpy.multiply(zeros,spot)
rawoutput.write( '\n'.join('t'.join(str(cell) for cell in row) for row in spotmask))

## calculate center score
rows = spot.sum(axis = 0)
cols = spot.sum(axis = 1)
dispvalues = (displacement[0]-boxsize, displacement[1]-boxsize)
dispscore = abs(dispvalues[0])+abs(dispvalues[1])

### background subtract
bgsubmatrix = numpy.ndarray(shape=(2*boxsize,2*boxsize), dtype=float)
bgsubmatrix.fill(bgmean)
rawoutput.write( "BG subtracted spotmatrix-\n")
subtracted = numpy.subtract(spot,bgsubmatrix)
subtractedmasked = numpy.multiply(subtracted,zeros)
rawoutput.write( '\n'.join('t'.join(str(cell) for cell in row) for row in subtractedmasked.round(0)))
rawoutput.write("\nspot: %s t i: %s quality: %s\n" % (indexdic[eachspot],numpy.sum(subtractedmasked),numpy.mean(spotmask[numpy.nonzero(spotmask)])/bgmean))
if numpy.mean(spotmask[numpy.nonzero(spotmask)])/bgmean >= sqthresh and dispscore <= centererrorthresh:
  qualityspots[eachspot] = numpy.sum(subtractedmasked)
hkl = indexdic[eachspot].split(",")
print "index:%10s t intensity: %14s \t quality: %14s center error: %s" % 
(indexdic[eachspot],numpy.sum(subtractedmasked),numpy.mean(spotmask[nonzero(spotmask[k]])/bgmean,dispvalues,dispscore)

# print image summary, write data to output, and draw the picture

rawoutput.write( "- %s image summary -%n" % eachimage)
rawoutput.write( "%s/%s spots kept - threshold: %s" % 
(len(qualityspots),len(indexdic),sqthresh))

print ""
print "- %s image summary -" % eachimage
print "%s/%s spots kept - threshold: %s" % (len(qualityspots),len(indexdic),sqthresh)
drawlist = []
for spot in qualityspots:
    output.write("%s\t%s\t%s\n" % (xy[0],xy[1],theta,eachimage))
    xy = []
    xy = spot.split(','
    drawlist.append("circle %s,%s %s,%s\n" % 
(float(xy[0]),float(xy[1]),float(xy[0]),float(xy[1])+boxsize))

command = ('convert -size 4096x4096 xc:Black -stroke Yellow -strokewidth 2 -fill none -transparent black -draw "%s" points_px.gif' % ' '.join(drawlist))
    os.system('%s' % command)
    os.system("convert %s %s -gravity center -compose over -composite %s" % 
(imgsplit[0]+'.gif', "points_px.gif",imgsplit[0]+'_ucr_spots.gif'))

## cleanup
    os.system('rm points_px.gif')

A1.6: recalculate_vectors.py
Calculates unit cell vectors based on complete indexing of all diffraction patterns performed by 5_UCR_index.py

# /usr/bin/env python
# imports

# Finds the average unit cell vector using eth refined spots generated by the first four steps
# in these programs.
# Matt Iadanza 20-07-05
import os
import math
import numpy
import json
import datetime

#### user input variables

#### some user entered variabales

ea = 55.0 # expected a unit cell length
athresh = 1
eb = 55.0 # expected b unit cell length
bthresh = 1
ec = 112.0 # expected c dimension
cthresh = 1

data = json.load(open('cataspot.json'))
numberofimages = len(data["data"]['images'])
params = json.load(open('params.json'))
imgsiz = params["imgsize"]
maxres = params["imgmaxres"]

### open logfile
logout = open("logfile.txt", "a")
now = datetime.datetime.now()
logout.write(\n6_recalculate_vectors \t%s\n" % now.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M"))
logout.write("vector lengths(a,b,c): %s,%s,%s    thresholds(a,b,c): %s,%s,%s\n" %
(ea,eb,ec,athresh,bthresh,cthresh))

#### init and version check
os.system('clear')
vers = 1
catspotvers = data["metadata"]['file version']
print "** Unit Cell Vector Determination vers %s **" % round(vers,2)
if vers != catspotvers:
    print "datafile version mismatch %s/%s - may cause errors" %
    (round(vers,2),round(catspotvers,2))
else:
    print "version check -- passed"

##### do it

print "make the spolist dictionarys"
with open('imagelist.txt') as f:
    images2process = f.read().splitlines()
with open('refined.txt') as spotfile:
    allspots = spotfile.read().splitlines()

##### calculate 3-D coordinates for each spot

#---------- ewald sphere correction (z dimension) function----------
def ewaldcorr(xdim,ydim):
    wavelength = 0.025
    oneoverlambda = 1/(wavelength * (1/(0.5 * imgsiz * maxres)))
    a = oneoverlambda/math.sqrt(xdim**2+ydim**2+oneoverlambda**2)
    deltax = (1-a)*oneoverlambda
    return deltax

#-----------------------------------------------

spotlist = []
for eachspot in allspots:
    i = eachspot.split('t')
    theta = float(i[2])
    ox = float(i[0])
    oy = float(i[1])
    x = ox - data["data"]['images'][i[3]]['beamcenter'][0][0]
    y = -(oy -
data["data"]['images'][i[3]]['beamcenter'][0][1])*math.cos(theta*math.pi/180.0)
    z = -(oy -
data["data"]['images'][i[3]]['beamcenter'][0][1])*math.sin(theta*math.pi/180.0) -
    ewaldcorr(x,y)
    spotlist.append(numpy.array([x,y,z]))

print "build spotlist: %s spots picked" % len(spotlist)
logout.write("%s spots\n" % len(spotlist))

#### calculate difference vectors and sort out those that could be unit cells

poucvs = []
for n in spotlist:
    for i in spotlist:
        diffvec = numpy.subtract(n,i)
        sub = numpy.linalg.norm(diffvec)
if i[0] != n[0] and i[1] != n[1] and i[2] != n[2] and ((ea-athresh < sub < ea+athresh)or(eb-bthresh < sub < eb+bthresh)or(ec-cthresh < sub < ec+cthresh)):
    poucvs.append(diffvec)

print "%s possible unit cell vectors found" % len(poucvs)

### sort the unit cell vectors into parallel groups
### compare all vectors to xy normal test vectors
### use results to sort into roughly (within threshold) parallel groups

print "sorting unit cell vectors into parallel groups"

testvector1 = numpy.array([0,0,10000])
testvector2 = numpy.array([0,10000,0])
testvector3 = numpy.array([10000,0,0])
testvector4 = numpy.array([5000,5000,5000])

oset1 = []
oset2 = []
oset3 = []

##
## function to calculate the angle between two vectors
##

def calcang(a,b):
    v12 = numpy.dot(a,b)
    v1mag = numpy.linalg.norm(a)
    v2mag = numpy.linalg.norm(b)
    cosphi = abs((v12)/(v1mag*v2mag))
    return round((180/math.pi)*math.acos(round(cosphi,12)),0)

##
## function to calculate the angle between two vectors - nonabsolute
##

def calcangnonabs(a,b):
    v12 = numpy.dot(a,b)
    v1mag = numpy.linalg.norm(a)
    v2mag = numpy.linalg.norm(b)
    cosphi = (v12)/(v1mag*v2mag)
    return round((180/math.pi)*math.acos(round(cosphi,12)),0)

##
##
## initial grouping for parallel vectors
##

group01 = []
group02 = []
group03 = []
group10 = []
group12 = []
group13 = []
group20 = []
group21 = []
group23 = []
group30 = []
group31 = []
group32 = []

##
## identify which reference vector each is closest to and furthest from (in terms of angles) use to classify into roughly parallel groups
##

orientations = {}
for i in poucvs:
    orientations[(i[0],i[1],i[2])] = [calcang(i,testvector1),calcang(i,testvector2),calcang(i,testvector3),calcang(i,testvector4)]

for i in orientations:
    scores = [orientations[i][0],
     orientations[i][1],orientations[i][2],orientations[i][3]]
    maxscore = scores.index(max(scores))
    minscore = scores.index(min(scores))
    i = numpy.array(i)
if sum(numpy.cross(i, testvector1)) < 0:
    i = numpy.multiply(-1, i)
    globals()['group+str(maxscore)+str(minscore)].append(i)

##### refine the groups - only keep vectors within 1 STD of each mean for each of the four reference vectors
##### goodgroups

good01 = []
good02 = []
good03 = []
good10 = []
good12 = []
good13 = []
good20 = []
good21 = []
good23 = []
good30 = []
good31 = []
good32 = []

###---------
group calc function-----------------------------------------------

>>> def groupcalc(x, y):
    ang1 = []
    ang2 = []
    ang3 = []
    ang4 = []
    
    for i in x:
        ang1.append(calcangnonabs(i, testvector1))
        ang2.append(calcangnonabs(i, testvector2))
        ang3.append(calcangnonabs(i, testvector3))
        ang4.append(calcangnonabs(i, testvector4))
        
    for i in x:
        score1 = int(abs(numpy.mean(ang1) -
                      calcangnonabs(i, testvector1))/(numpy.std(ang1)+.00001))
        score2 = int(abs(numpy.mean(ang2) -
                      calcangnonabs(i, testvector2))/(numpy.std(ang2)+.00001))
        score3 = int(abs(numpy.mean(ang3) -
                      calcangnonabs(i, testvector3))/(numpy.std(ang3)+.00001))
        score4 = int(abs(numpy.mean(ang4) -
                      calcangnonabs(i, testvector4))/(numpy.std(ang4)+.00001))
        
        if score1+score2+score3+score4 < 1:
            globals()['good'+str(y)].append(i)

###---------------------------------------------------------------

scaled01 = []
scaled02 = []
scaled03 = []
scaled10 = []
scaled12 = []
scaled13 = []
scaled20 = []
scaled21 = []
scaled23 = []
scaled30 = []
scaled31 = []
scaled32 = []
rough groups
for i in ('01', '02', '03', '10', '12', '13', '20', '21', '23', '30', '31', '32'):
    if len(globals()['group'+i]) > 0:
        groupcalc(globals()['group'+i], i)

scale the vectors

###-- list printing function------
def printlist(x):
    print "-----"
    for i in x:
        print i

###-- funct to calculate mean vectors ----------
def vecmean(x):
    if len(x) > 0:
        iss = []
        js = []
        ks = []
        for i in x:
            iss.append(i[0])
            js.append(i[1])
            ks.append(i[2])
        mean = numpy.array([numpy.mean(iss), numpy.mean(js), numpy.mean(ks)])
        return [mean, numpy.linalg.norm(mean)]
    else:
        return ["no vector", "n/a"]

### final mean vectors
print "\n------ Candidate vectors ------" 
for i in ('01', '02', '03', '10', '12', '13', '20', '21', '23', '30', '31', '32'):
    if len(globals()['good'+i]) > 2:
        print i, vecmean(globals()['scaled'+i])[0], vecmean(globals()['scaled'+i])[1], len(globals()['scaled'+i])
       logout.write(i, vecmean(globals()['scaled'+i])[0], vecmean(globals()['scaled'+i])[1], len(globals()['scaled'+i]))
        candidates.append([i, vecmean(globals()['scaled'+i])[0], vecmean(globals()['scaled'+i])[1], len(globals()['scaled'+i])])
print"\n------ Angles Between Candidates ------"
print \"t\"
logout.write(\"t\"
for i in candidates:
    print str(i[0])\"t\",

logout.write(str(i[0]) + "\t")
print "\n"
logout.write("\n")
for i in candidates:
    anglist = []
    for n in candidates:
        anglist.append(str(calcangnonabs(i[1], n[1])))
    print "%s \t%s" % (i[0], "\t".join(anglist))
    logout.write("%s \t%s \n" % (i[0], "\t".join(anglist)))

A1.7: merge_p422_maxonly.py
Merges measured intensities according to p422 symmetry keeping only the maximum recorded intensity for each spot.

#!/usr/bin/env python
## imports:
import numpy
import math
# Takes file of all combined intensities makes lists of intensities for corresponding symmetry mates.
# assumes the largest value represents the closest to a full intensity measurement - keeps only that one.
# rmerge is not calculated because it is always 0
# Matt Iadanza 2013-07-18

############
# some variables
###########
hrange = range(0,31)                    
krange = range(0,31)                    # the maximum possible values for h,k and l
lrange = range(0,16)                    
rawoutput = open("rawoutput_merge2.txt", "w")
output = open("f_mergedint.txt", "w")
vers = 2

### open the combined intensities files
with open('combint.txt') as pfile:
    lines = pfile.read().splitlines()

# make dictionary structure to contain the merged spots
spotint = {}    # input spot return all intensities for it
for h in hrange:
    for k in krange:
        for l in lrange:
            if h >= k:
                spotint[(h,k,l)] = []

## put intensity values into the spotint dict
for each in lines:
    data = each.split("\t")
    h,k,l = int(data[0]),int(data[1]),int(data[2])
    # first deal with all nonzero miller indices
    ## hkl 'root' spots (+++) and their freidel pairs (---) -h -k -l
    if h > 0 and k > 0 and l >= 0 and  h >= k:
        spotint[(h,k,l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k < 0 and l < 0 and  h < k:
        spotint[(-h,-k,-l)].append(float(data[5]))
## khl symmetry mates (++) and their freidel pairs (---) \(-k -h -l\)
if h > 0 and k > 0 and l >= 0 and h < k:
    spotint[(k,h,l)].append(float(data[5]))
if h < 0 and k < 0 and l < 0 and h >= k:
    spotint[(-k,-h,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

## h k -l (++-) symmetry mates and freidel pairs \(-h -k l\) (--) if h > 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h >= k:
    spotint[(h,k,-l)].append(float(data[5]))
if h < 0 and k < 0 and l >= 0 and h < k:
    spotint[(-h,-k,l)].append(float(data[5]))

## h -k l (++) symmetry mates and freidel pairs \(-h k -l\) (+-) if h > 0 and k < 0 and l >= 0 and h < k:
    spotint[(h,-k,l)].append(float(data[5]))
if h < 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h < k:
    spotint[(-h,k,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

## k -h -l (++) symmetry mates and freidel pairs \(-k -h l\) (++) if h > 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h < k:
    spotint[(k,-h,l)].append(float(data[5]))
if h < 0 and k < 0 and l > 0 and h > k:
    spotint[(-k,h,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

## h -l (++) symmetry mates and freidel pairs \(-h k l\) (++) if h > 0 and k < 0 and l >= 0 and h < k:
    spotint[(h,-k,l)].append(float(data[5]))
if h < 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h > k:
    spotint[(-h,k,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

## k -h l (++) symmetry mates and freidel pairs \(-k h -l\) (++) if h < 0 and k > 0 and l <= 0 and h < k:
    spotint[(k,-h,l)].append(float(data[5]))
if h > 0 and k < 0 and l > 0 and h > k:
    spotint[(-k,h,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

## k -h l (--+) symmetry mates and freidel pairs \(-h k -l\) (--+) if h > 0 and k < 0 and l >= 0 and h > k:
    spotint[(h,-k,l)].append(float(data[5]))
if h < 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h < k:
    spotint[(-h,k,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

## next deal with the special-case zero miller indices
if h == 0 and k != 0:
    if k < 0:
        k = k * -1
    if l < 0:
        l = l * -1
    spotint[(k,h,l)].append(data[5])
if k == 0 and h != 0:
    if h < 0:
        h = h * -1
    if l < 0:
        l = l * -1
    spotint[(h,k,l)].append(data[5])
if k == 0 and h == 0:
    if l < 0:
        l = l * -1
    spotint[(h,k,l)].append(data[5])

## go over spotint dict and remove any entries with no intensity values
for i in spotint.keys():
    if len(spotint[i]) == 0:
        del(spotint[i])

count = 0
for i in spotint:
    count = count + len(spotint[i])

## go over spotint dict and keep only the maximum value:
** keepvals = {}            # input spot(root spot) and return all intensity values that meet the threshold
finalvalues = {}
vals = []

for i in spotint:
    maxval = max(spotint[i])

### Calculate the statistics
    intensity = float(maxval)
    stdi = math.sqrt(intensity)
    sigi = stdi
    sigf = math.sqrt(sigi)
    finalvalues[i] = (sigi,sigf,intensity,stdi)
    rawoutput.write("***** %s: %s
--------

%f

%" % (i, spotint[i],maxval))
output.write("%2i %2i %2i %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f

%" %
(i[0],i[1],i[2],finalvalues[i][0],finalvalues[i][1],finalvalues[i][2],finalvalues[i][3]))

print "** max-only merge p422 vers: %2.1f ** % vers
print "%s intensities" % count
print "%s merged intensities" % len(finalvalues)

### A1.8: merge_p422_thresh.py:
Merges measured intensities accoding to p422 symmetry. Artificially constrains Rmerge by throwing away any values less than a specific threshold under the maximum recorded value for each intensity.

#!/usr/bin/env python
## imports:
import numpy
import math

# Takes file of all combined intensities makes lists of intensities for corresponding symmetry mates in p422 symmetry.
# chooses which ones to sum based on a threshold (tfactor), sums them, and calculates Rmerge for the data set. version 2
# Matt Iadanza 2013-07-18

###########
# some variables
###########
tfactor = 0.6                   # threshold for keeping spots. MaxRmerge = 1-t
hrange = range(0,31)            #
krange = range(0,31)            # the maximum possible values for h,k and l
lrange = range(0,31)            #

rawoutput = open("rawoutput_merge2.txt", "w")
output = open("f_mergedint.txt", "w")
vers = 2

### open the combined intensities files
with open("combint.txt") as pfile:
    lines = pfile.read().splitlines()

# make dictionary structure to contain the merged spots
spotint = {}  # input spot return all intensities for it

for h in hrange:
    for k in krange:
        for l in lrange:
            if h >= k:
spotint[(h,k,l)] = []

## put intensity values into the spotint dict
for each in lines:
    data = each.split(\"\t\")
    h,k,l = int(data[0]),int(data[1]),int(data[2])

    # first deal with all nonzero miller indices
    ## hkl 'root' spots (+++) and their freidel pairs (---) -h -k -l
    if h > 0 and k > 0 and l >= 0 and h >= k:
        spotint[(h,k,l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k < 0 and l < 0 and h < k:
        spotint[(-h,-k,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

    ## khl symmetry mates (+++) and their freidel pairs (---) -k -h -l
    if h > 0 and k > 0 and l >= 0 and h < k:
        spotint[(k,h,l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k < 0 and l < 0 and h >= k:
        spotint[(-k,-h,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

    ## hkl symmetry mates (++) and their freidel pairs (--) -h -k -l
    if h > 0 and k > 0 and l >= 0 and h < k:
        spotint[(h,k,-l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k < 0 and l < 0 and h >= k:
        spotint[(-h,-k,l)].append(float(data[5]))

    ## khl symmetry mates (++) and their freidel pairs (--) -k -h -l
    if h > 0 and k > 0 and l >= 0 and h < k:
        spotint[(k,h,-l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k < 0 and l < 0 and h >= k:
        spotint[(-k,-h,l)].append(float(data[5]))

    ## h kl (++) symmetry mates and freidel pairs (--) -h k -l
    if h > 0 and k < 0 and l >= 0 and h >= k:
        spotint[(h,-k,l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h < k:
        spotint[(-h,k,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

    ## k h l (++) symmetry mates and freidel pairs (--) -k h -l
    if h > 0 and k < 0 and l >= 0 and h < k:
        spotint[(k,-h,l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h >= k:
        spotint[(-k,h,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

    ## h k l (++) symmetry mates and freidel pairs (--) -h k -l
    if h > 0 and k < 0 and l >= 0 and h >= k:
        spotint[(h,-k,l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h < k:
        spotint[(-h,k,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

    ## k hl (++) symmetry mates and freidel pairs (--) -k h -l
    if h > 0 and k < 0 and l >= 0 and h < k:
        spotint[(k,-h,l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h >= k:
        spotint[(-k,h,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

    ## k k l (++) symmetry mates and freidel pairs (--) -k k -l
    if h > 0 and k < 0 and l >= 0 and h >= k:
        spotint[(k,-h,l)].append(float(data[5]))
    if h < 0 and k > 0 and l < 0 and h < k:
        spotint[(-k,h,-l)].append(float(data[5]))

    ## next deal with the special-case zero miller indices
    if h == 0 and k != 0:
        if h < 0:
            h = h*-1
        if l < 0:
            l = l*-1
        spotint[(h,k,l)].append(data[5])
    if k == 0 and h != 0:
        if h < 0:
            h = h*-1
        if l < 0:
            l = l*-1
        spotint[(h,k,l)].append(data[5])
    if k == 0 and h == 0:

A22
if l < 0:
    l = l * -1
spotint[(h,k,l)].append(data[5])

## go over spotint dict and remove any entries with no intensity values
for i in spotint.keys():
    if len(spotint[i]) == 0:
        del(spotint[i])

count = 0
for i in spotint:
    count = count+len(spotint[i])

## go over spotint dict and remove any intensities that are outside the threshold of the max value:
keepvals = {}  # input spot(root spot) and return all intensity values that meet the threshold
finalvalues = {}
vals = []
for i in spotint:
    maxval = max(spotint[i])
    keepvals[i] = []
    for n in spotint[i]:
        if n >= tfactor*float(maxval):
            keepvals[i].append(n)

### Calculate the statistics
rmergerunning = []
rmergecount = 0
for i in keepvals:
    nums = []
    for n in keepvals[i]:
        nums.append(float(n))
    mean = numpy.mean(nums)
    rmergecount = rmergecount + len(nums)
    for n in nums:
        val = abs(n-mean)/mean
        rmergerunning.append(float(val))
    if len(keepvals[i]) == 1:
        intensity = float(nums[0])
        stdi = math.sqrt(intensity)
        sigi = stdi
        sigf = math.sqrt(stdi)
    if len(keepvals[i]) == 2:
        intensity = sum(nums)/len(nums)
        stdi = math.sqrt(intensity)
        sigi = stdi
        sigf = math.sqrt(stdi)
    if len(keepvals[i]) > 2:
        intensity = sum(nums)/len(nums)
        stdi = numpy.std(nums)
        sigi = math.sqrt(intensity)
        sigf = math.sqrt(stdi)
    finalvalues[i] = (sigi,sigf,intensity,stdi)
    rawoutput.write("***** %s: %s
--------
%s
%
" % (i, spotint[i],nums))
output.write("%2i %2i %2i %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f

(i[0],i[1],i[2],finalvalues[i][0],finalvalues[i][1],finalvalues[i][2],finalvalues[i][3])

print "** thresholded merge p422 vers: %2.1f **" % vers
print "max allowable Rmerge: %s" % (1-tfactor)
print "%s intensities" % count
print "%s merged intensities" % len(finalvalues)
print "Rmerge: %s" % (sum(rmergerunning)/rmergecount)
A1.9 params.json
an example of the universal parameters file used by all programs.

```json
{
    "imgsize" : 4096,
    "circrad" : 20,
    "imgmaxres" : 2.01,
    "reslimit" : 3.0,
    "hrange" : 30,
    "krange" : 30,
    "lrange" : 30,
    "aucvec" : [28.10672237,47.005545,-7.72205285],
    "bucvec" : [-44.36131083,28.49151531,17.70802328],
    "cucvec" : [-38.933103206,13.71934825,-103.90264167],
    "beamstoprad" : 100,
    "integrationthresh":0
}
```

A1.10: cataspot.json
An example of the format for the datafile containing information about each image, drawn on by all programs. An actual data file would contain up to 90 image entries with 10-20 sets of “spots” coordinates each. This file is generated by the program cataspot.py or manually using measurements performed in imagej.

```json
{
    "data": {
        "directory": "/Users/matti/projects/3dem/test_dataset",
        "images": {
            "062613_0001.tif": {
                "spots": [
                    [1308.7734440792335, 2764.512751315612],
                    [2588.729123314937, 2452.709852528725],
                    [2469.8207290922087, 2678.3273766976413],
                    [2788.596800234845, 2519.7868780273006],
                    [2644.0289418846955, 1256.57698541329]
                ],
                "beamstopcenter": [
                    [2058, 2037]
                ],
                "tiltangle": "-40.0",
                "references": [
                    [2046, 1060],
                    [1906, 2964]
                ],
                "beamcenter": [
                    [2040.175, 2057.062]
                ],
                "centers": [
                    [1955, 2773],
                    [1928, 1283]
                ]
            }
        },
        "metadata": {
            "date": "Thu Sep 26 12:24:49 2013",
            "username": "matti",
            "description": "cataspot data file",
            "file version": 1
        }
    }
}
```
Appendix 2: Additional programs written as tools for data validation.

A2.1: ints-validation.
Creates testfiles 1-4 used for model bias testing in section 3.5.

# /usr/bin/env python

#### making intensity files for validation
#

##### IMPORTS

import random
import math

##### first test: randomized intensities between min and max values of the actual intensities

randoutput = open("ints-rando.txt", "w")

with open('combint.txt') as pfile:
    lines = pfile.read().splitlines()

minmaxcalc = []
for i in lines:
    splitted = i.split()
    minmaxcalc.append(float(splitted[5]))

randomized = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
randminmaxcalc = []
for i in lines:
    single = i.split()
    randomized[0] = int(single[0])
    randomized[1] = int(single[1])
    randomized[2] = int(single[2])
    randomized[5] = round(random.uniform(min(minmaxcalc), max(minmaxcalc)),4)
    randomized[6] = round(math.sqrt(randomized[5]),4)
    randomized[3] = round(math.sqrt(randomized[5]),4)
    randomized[4] = round(math.sqrt(randomized[3]),4)
    randminmaxcalc.append(randomized[5])
randoutput.write(%2i %2i %2i %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f
n % (randomized[0], randomized[1], randomized[2], randomized[3], randomized[4], randomized[5], randomized[6]))

print "testfile 1: completely randomized intensities between actual min and max"
print "actual min: %s actual max: %s" % (min(minmaxcalc),max(minmaxcalc))
print "randomized min: %s randomized max: %s" % (min(randminmaxcalc),max(randminmaxcalc))

##### second test: actual intensities all independently and randomly +/- 0 to 35%:

plusminusoutput = open("ints-plusminus.txt", "w")

plusminus = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
for i in lines:
    single = i.split()
    plusminus[0] = int(single[0])
    plusminus[1] = int(single[1])
    plusminus[2] = int(single[2])
    plusminus[5] = round(float(single[5])*random.uniform(0.65,1.35),4)
    plusminus[6] = round(math.sqrt(plusminus[5]),4)
    plusminus[3] = round(math.sqrt(plusminus[5]),4)
    plusminus[4] = round(math.sqrt(plusminus[3]),4)
    plusminusoutput.write("%2i %2i %2i %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f
n % (plusminus[0], plusminus[1], plusminus[2], plusminus[3], plusminus[4], plusminus[5], plusminus[6]))
print ""
print "made +/- randomized 0 - 35% test file"
third test shuffle the values = all intensity values are actual but their
miller indices are shuffled:

```python
shuffledoutput = open("ints-shuffled.txt", "w")
valstoshuff = []
for i in lines:
single = i.split()
valstoshuff.append(single[5])
random.shuffle(valstoshuff)

shuffled = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
for i in lines:
single = i.split()
shuffled[0] = int(single[0])
shuffled[1] = int(single[1])
shuffled[2] = int(single[2])
shuffled[5] = float(valstoshuff[lines.index(i)])
shuffled[6] = round(math.sqrt(shuffled[5]),4)
shuffled[4] = round(math.sqrt(shuffled[3]),4)
shuffledoutput.write("%2i %2i %2i %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f
" % (shuffled[0], shuffled[1], shuffled[2], shuffled[3], shuffled[4], shuffled[5], shuffled[6]))
```

print ""
print "made shuffled test file"

```
##### test 4: intensities from a completely unrelated protein structure
subbedoutput = open("ints-subbed.txt", "w")

## make dict from reference file
indexref = {}
with open('3sui.txt') as reffile:
    reflines = reffile.read().splitlines()
    for i in reflines:
        splitreflines = i.split()
        indexref[(splitreflines[3],splitreflines[4],splitreflines[5])] = (splitreflines[7],splitreflines[8])

### make the ints test file:
###
subbed = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
with open('combint.txt') as pfile:
    lines = pfile.read().splitlines()
    for i in lines:
        single = i.split()
        if (single[0],single[1],single[2]) in indexref.keys():
            subbed[0] = single[0]
            subbed[1] = single[1]
            subbed[5] = float(indexref[(single[0],single[1],single[2])][0])**2
            subbed[6] = float(indexref[(single[0],single[1],single[2])][1])**2
            subbed[3] = float(indexref[(single[0],single[1],single[2])][0])
            subbed[4] = float(indexref[(single[0],single[1],single[2])][1])
            subbedoutput.write("%2i %2i %2i %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f\n" %
                (int(subbed[0]), int(subbed[1]), int(subbed[2]), subbed[3], subbed[4], subbed[5], subbed[6]))
```

# A2.2: EM-MTZdump-comp.py
Example of the program that compares structure factors from a uED suite merged
intensity file and structure factors extracted from a MTZ file using MTZ.dump from
PHENIX. Slight modifications allow this program to be used with a variety of
combinations of file formats.

```bash
# /usr/bin/env python

### compare structure factors from MTZ dumped mtz files to MicroED suite intensity file
```
### prepare the mtz dump file using the following shell command
###     phenix.mtz.dump -f s -c [filename] > [output_filename]

### User edited variables
emfile = "microED_dataset.txt"
dumpfile = "mosflm_rot.txt"
fcol = 3    # which column in MTZdump file contains F values 1st column = 0
output = open("EM-MTZ.csv","w")

### open MTZdumped cif file and make dictionaries
dumpdatadic = {}
with open(dumpfile) as reffile:
    reflines = reffile.read().splitlines()
    for i in reflines:
        single = i.split(',')
        if single[fcol] == "":
            single[fcol] = "0"
        dumpdatadic[(single[0],single[1],single[2])] = single[fcol]
for i in dumpdatadic:
    print "%s\t%s" % (i,dumpdatadic[i])

### open EM data file and make dictionaries
datadic = {}
with open(emfile) as expfile:
    explines = expfile.read().splitlines()
    for i in explines:
        single = i.split()
        emdatadic[(single[0],single[1],single[2])] = single[3]
output.write("h,k,l,%s,%s,ratio\n" % (emfile,dumpfile))
for i in emdatadic:
    if emdatadic[i] != "?":
        if i in dumpdatadic:
            if dumpdatadic[i] != "?":
                if float(dumpdatadic[i]) != 0:
                    print (i, emdatadic[i],dumpdatadic[i],
                    float(emdatadic[i])/float(dumpdatadic[i]))
                    output.write("%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s\n" % (i[0],i[1],i[2],float(emdatadic[i]),float(dumpdatadic[i]),float(emdatadic[i])/float(dumpdatadic[i])))
Appendix 3: Additional publications with abstracts.

A suite of software for processing MicroED data
Iadanza MG and Gonen T
Journal of Applied Crystallography (In press)

Electron diffraction of extremely small 3-dimensional crystals (MicroED) allows for structure determination from crystals orders of magnitude smaller than those used for X-ray crystallography. MicroED diffraction patterns, which are collected in a transmission electron microscope, were initially not amenable to indexing and intensity extraction by standard software which necessitated development of a suite of programs for data processing. The MicroED suite was developed to accomplish the tasks of unit cell determination, indexing, background subtraction, intensity measurement, and merging, resulting in data which can be carried foreword to molecular replacement and structure determination. The suite is written in Python and the source code available under a GNU General Public License.

Proton-coupled sugar transport in the prototypical major facilitator superfamily protein XylE

Wisedchaisri G*, Park M*, Iadanza MG, Zheng H & Gonen T
Nature Communications (Submitted)

The major facilitator superfamily of membrane proteins is the largest collection of structurally related membrane proteins that transport a wide array of substrates. The proton-coupled sugar transporter XylE is the first member of the MFS that has been structurally characterized in multiple transporting conformations including both the outward and inward facing states. Here we report the crystal structure of XylE in a new inward-facing open conformation. Structural comparison of XylE in this conformation with its outward-facing partially occluded conformation suggested how this transporter functions through a non-symmetrical rocker switch movement of the N-domain as a rigid body and the C-domain as a flexible body. Molecular dynamics simulations were employed to help describe how XylE transitions in a lipid membrane to facilitate sugar transport. Asp27 and Arg133 are highlighted as potential residues involved in proton coupling. In our simulations, the interaction between Asp27 and Arg133 appear to suppress transporter function and mutation of these residues severely diminished transporter function in our uptake studies. Protonation of Asp27 disrupts its interaction with Arg133 and imparts flexibility in XylE to facilitate the transition from outward to inward facing for sugar transport. These findings provide important and new insights into the mechanism of transport employed by this large and ubiquitous family of secondary transporters in health and disease.
Three-dimensional electron crystallography of protein microcrystals
Shi D*, Nannenga BL*, Iadanza MG*, Gonen T.  
elife 2013;2:e01345 DOI: 10.7554/eLife.01345  
(* co-first authors)

We demonstrate that it is feasible to determine high-resolution protein structures by electron crystallography of three-dimensional crystals in an electron cryo-microscope (CryoEM). Lysozyme microcrystals were frozen on an electron microscopy grid, and electron diffraction data collected to 1.7Å resolution. A new data collection protocol was developed to collect a full-tilt series in electron diffraction to atomic resolution. A single tilt series contains up to 90 individual diffraction patterns collected from a single crystal with tilt angle increment of 0.1 - 1° and a total accumulated electron dose less than 10 electrons per angstrom squared. New algorithms were developed for indexing, and data originating from 3 crystals were used for structure determination of lysozyme by molecular replacement followed by crystallographic refinement to 2.9Å resolution. This proof of principle paves the way for the implementation of a new technique that may have wide applicability in structural biology.

Overview of electron crystallography of membrane proteins: crystallization and screening strategies using negative stain electron microscopy.
Nannenga BL, Iadanza MG, Vollmar BS, Gonen T.  
Curr Protoc Protein Sci. 2013;Chapter 17:Unit17.15.  
DOI: 10.1002/0471140864.ps1715s72.

Electron cryomicroscopy, or cryoEM, is an emerging technique for studying the three-dimensional structures of proteins and large macromolecular machines. Electron crystallography is a branch of cryoEM in which structures of proteins can be studied at resolutions that rival those achieved by X-ray crystallography. Electron crystallography employs two-dimensional crystals of a membrane protein embedded within a lipid bilayer. The key to a successful electron crystallographic experiment is the crystallization, or reconstitution, of the protein of interest. This unit describes ways in which protein can be expressed, purified, and reconstituted into well-ordered two-dimensional crystals. A protocol is also provided for negative stain electron microscopy as a tool for screening crystallization trials. When large and well-ordered crystals are obtained, the structures of both protein and its surrounding membrane can be determined to atomic resolution.
The structure of purified kinetochores reveals multiple microtubule-attachment sites.
Gonen S,* Akiyoshi B*, Iadanza MG*, Shi D, Duggan N, Biggins S, Gonen T.
DOI: 10.1038/nsmb.2358. Epub 2012 Aug 12.
(* co-first authors)

Chromosomes must be accurately partitioned to daughter cells to prevent aneuploidy, a hallmark of many tumors and birth defects. Kinetochores are the macromolecular machines that segregate chromosomes by maintaining load-bearing attachments to the dynamic tips of microtubules. Here, we present the structure of isolated budding-yeast kinetochore particles, as visualized by EM and electron tomography of negatively stained preparations. The kinetochore appears as an ~126-nm particle containing a large central hub surrounded by multiple outer globular domains. In the presence of microtubules, some particles also have a ring that encircles the microtubule. Our data, showing that kinetochores bind to microtubules via multivalent attachments, lay the foundation to uncover the key mechanical and regulatory mechanisms by which kinetochores control chromosome segregation and cell division.
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Three-dimensional electron crystallography of protein microcrystals

The structure of purified kinetochores reveals multiple microtubule-attachment sites.
Three-dimensional electron crystallography of protein microcrystals

Dan Shi†, Brent L Nannenga†, Matthew G Iadanza†, Tamir Gonen*

Janelia Farm Research Campus, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Ashburn, United States

Abstract We demonstrate that it is feasible to determine high-resolution protein structures by electron crystallography of three-dimensional crystals in an electron cryo-microscope (CryoEM). Lysozyme microcrystals were frozen on an electron microscopy grid, and electron diffraction data collected to 1.7 Å resolution. We developed a data collection protocol to collect a full-tilt series in electron diffraction to atomic resolution. A single tilt series contains up to 90 individual diffraction patterns collected from a single crystal with tilt angle increment of 0.1–1° and a total accumulated electron dose less than 10 electrons per angstrom squared. We indexed the data from three crystals and used them for structure determination of lysozyme by molecular replacement followed by crystallographic refinement to 2.9 Å resolution. This proof of principle paves the way for the implementation of a new technique, which we name ‘MicroED’, that may have wide applicability in structural biology.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.01345.001

Introduction

X-ray crystallography depends on large and well-ordered crystals for diffraction studies. Crystals are solids composed of repeated structural motifs in a three-dimensional lattice (hereafter called ‘3D crystals’). The periodic structure of the crystalline solid acts as a diffraction grating to scatter the X-rays. For every elastic scattering event that contributes to a diffraction pattern there are ~10 inelastic events that cause beam damage (Henderson, 1995). Therefore, large crystals are required to withstand the high levels of radiation damage received during data collection (Henderson, 1995). Despite the development of highly sophisticated robotics for crystal growth assays and the implementation of microfocus beamlines (Moukhametzianov et al., 2008), this important step remains a critical bottleneck.

In an attempt to alleviate this problem, researchers have turned to femtosecond X-ray crystallography (Chapman et al., 2011; Boutet et al., 2012), in which a very intense pulse of X-rays yields coherent signal in a time shorter than the destructive response to deposited energy. While this technique shows great promise, the current implementation of the technology requires an extremely large number of crystals (millions) and access to sources is still in developmental stages.

Electron crystallography is a bona fide method for determining protein structure from crystalline material but with important differences. The crystals that are used must be very thin (Henderson and Unwin, 1975; Henderson et al., 1990; Kuhlbrandt et al., 1994; Kimura et al., 1997). Because electrons interact with materials more strongly than X-rays (Henderson, 1995), electrons can yield meaningful data from relatively small and thin crystals. This technique has been used successfully to determine the structures of several proteins from thin two-dimensional crystals (2D crystals) (Wisedchaisri et al., 2011). High energy electrons result in a large amount of radiation damage to the sample, leading to loss in resolution and destruction of the crystalline material (Glaeser, 1971). As each crystal can usually yield only a single diffraction pattern, structure determination is only possible by merging data originating from hundreds of individual crystals. For example, electron diffraction data from more than 200 individual crystals were merged to generate a data set for aquaporin-0 at 1.9 Å resolution (Gonen et al., 2005).
While electron crystallography has been successful with 2D crystals, previous attempts at using electron diffraction for structure determination from protein 3D crystals were not successful. A number of studies detail the difficulties associated with data collection and processing of diffraction data that originates from several hundreds of 3D crystals, limiting the ability to integrate and merge the data in order to determine a structure in such a way (Shi et al., 1998; Jiang et al., 2011).

We show here that atomic resolution diffraction data can be collected from crystals with volumes up to six orders of magnitude smaller than those typically used for X-ray crystallography. The technique, which we call 'MicroED', uses equipment standard in most cryo-EM laboratories and facilities. We developed a strategy for data collection with extremely low electron dose and procedures for indexing and integrating reflections. We processed the diffraction data and determined the structure of lysozyme at 2.9 Å resolution. Thus, a high-resolution protein structure can be determined from electron diffraction of three-dimensional protein crystals in an electron microscope.

Results

Sample preparation and data collection

Lysozyme was chosen as a model protein because it is a well-behaved and well-characterized protein that readily forms well-ordered crystals. From the time its structure was first analyzed (Blake et al., 1998),...
Since 1962, lysozyme has been a well-studied protein and the model protein of choice for many new methods in crystallography (Boutet et al., 2012; Cipriani et al., 2012; Nederlof et al., 2013). Small microcrystals of lysozyme were grown by slightly modifying the crystal growth conditions as detailed in the 'Materials and methods' section. Figure 1A shows a typical crystallization drop containing microcrystals, which appear as barely visible specks (arrows) alongside the larger crystals that are typically used for X-ray crystallography. These specks are up to 6 orders of magnitude smaller in volume than the larger crystals in the drop. The solution containing these microcrystals was applied to an electron microscopy holey-carbon grid with a pipette and plunged into liquid ethane. The grids were then imaged using a 200 kV TEM under cryogenic conditions (Figure 1B). More than 100 microcrystals were typically observed per grid preparation, and these ranged in size from several microns to sub micron. The crystals typically appeared as electron dense rectangular or triangular forms with very sharp edges.

Electron diffraction was used to assess the quality of the cryo-preparations. Crystals that appeared thick (estimated as >3 µm) did not yield diffraction data because the electron beam could not penetrate the sample. Crystals that appeared slightly thinner, estimated at ~1.5 µm, did show diffraction, but because the quality of the pattern varied depending on the sample tilt (Figure 2A), we did not use crystals of this thickness and size for data collection. Approximately 50% of the crystals in our preparations appeared much thinner, estimated at ~0.5 µm, and showed a distribution of attainable resolutions with the best diffracting to ~1.7 Å resolution (Figure 2B,C). Generally, we were only able to obtain high quality diffraction data from the very thin crystals, ~0.5–1 µm thick and 1–6 µm long and wide. While these crystals are exceptionally small, they still contain approximately 55 × 10⁶ unit cells. Moreover, we found that for such thin crystals the tilt had no significant adverse affect on the diffraction quality (Figure 2D).

For 2D electron crystallography, the electron dose that is typically used in diffraction causes significant radiation damage to the sample, leading to a rapid loss in resolution and destruction of the crystal (Glaeser, 1971; Unwin and Henderson, 1975; Taylor and Glaeser, 1976). As a result, each crystal exposed to high dose usually only yields a single diffraction pattern, and structure determination requires the merging of data originating from a large number of individual crystals. However, 3D crystals can deliver electron diffraction data to atomic resolution with very low doses. A recent study documents ~3 Å resolution diffraction data from catalase 3D crystals after a single exposure of less than 10⁻⁶ e⁻/Å² (Baker et al., 2010).

We reasoned that one way to overcome the difficulties of indexing and merging data from hundreds of crystals is to collect a complete diffraction data set from a single crystal while keeping the total dose below ~10⁻⁶ e⁻/Å². Because all the data would originate from a single crystal, indexing, integration and merging should be straightforward and structure determination possible. We used a sensitive CMOS based detector (Tietz Video and Image Processing Systems GmbH), previously shown to be beneficial for electron diffraction studies (Tani et al., 2009) and modified our data collection procedure. We found that even with extremely low electron dose of <0.01 e⁻/Å² per second, we could record diffraction data from lysozyme microcrystals showing strong and sharp diffraction spots extending well beyond the 2 Å resolution mark (Figure 2C).
As a dataset containing multiple exposures from a single crystal is collected, energy transferred by inelastic scattering will damage the crystalline matrix, negatively affecting both the resolution limit and intensities of observed reflections. Although the overall damage from electron scattering is much lower than that for X-rays (approximately 60 eV deposited per elastic scattering event vs 80 keV per elastic X-ray scattering event \cite{Henderson, 1995}), accumulating radiation damage will eventually contribute significant error to the recorded intensities.

We performed an experiment to quantify the effects of increasing electron dosage on recorded intensities (Figure 3). A single protein microcrystal was subjected to sequential 10 s exposures, each delivering ~0.1 e/Å², until a total accumulated dose of ~12 e/Å² was reached. The intensities of three diffraction spots, ranging from resolutions of 2.9 to 4.6 Å, were measured on each of the 120 resulting diffraction patterns and compared. There were no observable adverse effects on resolution (Figure 2D) or intensity until the accumulated dose had reached ~9 e/Å² (Figure 3). We therefore optimized the data collection protocol to keep the total accumulated electron dosage below this critical value.

By using such a low dose, we could limit the radiation damage to the crystal, allowing us to collect multiple diffraction patterns from a single crystal instead of just a single pattern. Using this modified...
procedure, we were able to collect up to 90 individual diffraction patterns from a single crystal (Video 1). Each pattern was recorded following a 1° tilt to cover ~40–90° (begin with the stage tilted at −45° and proceed to collect data to +45° in order to cover a 90° wedge). 0.1 and 0.2 degree increments were also applied to sample the reciprocal space at higher resolution. Each exposure lasted up to 10 s at a dosage of approximately 0.01 e⁻/Å² per second, for a cumulative dose of no more than ~9 e⁻/Å² per data set.

**Data processing and structure determination**

The lattice parameters were determined and the lattice indexed with software based on previous studies (Shi et al., 1998). By collecting multiple frames from the same crystal, it was possible to determine the orientation and magnitude of the reciprocal unit cell vectors a*, b*, and c* as described in the ‘Materials and methods’ section. These vectors were calculated for each data set, allowing the prediction of the position of the reflections in each diffraction pattern (Figure 4;.
The unit cell dimensions were calculated as \( a = b = 77 \, \text{Å} \), \( c = 37 \, \text{Å} \), \( \alpha = \beta = \gamma = 90^\circ \) and \( P4_{2}2_{1}2 \) symmetry. This space group symmetry and unit cell dimensions are consistent with previous lysozyme X-ray diffraction data (Diamond, 1974; Sauter et al., 2001; Cipriani et al., 2012).

The electron diffraction data were collected on a microscope operating at 200 kV and equipped with a field emission gun (FEG) electron source. The FEG can generate a very coherent beam with an energy-spread function of \(<1\) eV at 200 kV acceleration voltage. The electron beam wavelength is \( 0.025 \, \text{Å} \) at 200 kV compared with \( \sim 1 \, \text{Å} \) for X-rays. Under such conditions, the Ewald sphere in our experiments is nearly flat (the sphere is off the reciprocal plane by only \( 0.003 \, \text{Å}^{-1} \) at 2 Å resolution) even in the high-resolution range. Measurements of the full width at half maximum intensity for the strongest reflections indicate that the reflections in our experiments are very tight, spreading less than a 6 pixel sphere that corresponds to \( \sim 1/1000 \, \text{Å} \). (Figure 5) In our experiments, the shortest unit cell dimension for lysozyme in reciprocal space is \( a^* = b^* = 1/77 \, \text{Å} \). Therefore, without beam oscillation or mechanical oscillation of the crystal (microscope compustage), the lattice points on a single projection that are not exactly at the Ewald sphere surface will give partial intensities.
Because we densely sampled the reciprocal space, we recorded multiple observations for every lattice point (Table 1). Therefore, we could sample the observed intensity values for each reflection multiple times (multiplicity value = 34), and we made the assumption that the strongest intensity roughly approximated the complete intensity. Therefore, we kept only the maximum intensity and treated it as a unique reflection in the final structure factor file. All other recorded intensities were presumed to be partial reflections and were therefore discarded. The merging of data in P422 symmetry from three separate crystals processed in this manner resulted in a final data set with 2490 unique reflections with ~92% cumulative completeness at 2.9 Å resolution (Table 1, Video 3). The measured intensities were converted to amplitudes by assuming \( I_{hkl} = |F_{hkl}|^2 \) (Drenth, 1994) and an mtz file generated.

The structure of lysozyme was solved at 2.9 Å resolution by molecular replacement (MR) using the lysozyme PDB 4AXT (Cipriani et al., 2012) as a search model. The initial MR \( 2F_{obs} - F_{calc} \) map prior to refinement is presented in Figure 6. The map shows well-defined density around the model, indicating high quality phases from MR (Figure 6A,B). Likewise, a composite-omit map that was calculated by omitting 5% at a time showed good agreement with the original map obtained by MR (Figure 6C). When a poly-alanine (polyA) model of lysozyme was used for MR, the resulting map showed significant density beyond the alanine side chains (indicated by arrows in Figure 6E,F), into which the correct side chains could be built. These results indicated that our solution from MR was not dominated by model bias.

Following refinement that included the use of electron scattering factors, rigid body, simulated annealing, and B-factor refinement, a solution was found with acceptable statistics (\( R_{work}/R_{free} = 25.5%/27.8% \)) and good geometry at 2.9 Å resolution (Table 1). The density map obtained by electron diffraction shows good agreement with the refined model (Figure 7A, Video 4). The \( F_{obs} - F_{calc} \) difference map shows no interpretable features (Figure 7B). Additionally, the final structure has a very low RMSD (0.475 Å for C\(^\alpha\), 0.575 Å for all atoms) when compared to the previously published high-resolution structure of lysozyme (Cipriani et al., 2012).

**Model validation and bias tests**

To further validate the method and test for model bias, we performed a number of tests on the data to check whether a good solution could be obtained from random noise as has been demonstrated for electron micrographs (Shatsky et al., 2009). We created multiple randomized datasets to test the robustness of the phasing and model building procedure. The test datasets were generated as follows:

1. All measured intensities were replaced with random numbers ranging between the minimum and maximum of the actual observed experimental values.
2. The experimental intensity values were kept but the Miller indices were randomized.
3. All experimental intensities were replaced with an actual intensity value that was measured by X-ray crystallography of an unrelated structure (Calmodulin PDB ID:3SUI [Lau et al., 2012]).
4. Each experimental intensity was increased or decreased randomly by up to 35%.

In addition, the correct experimental dataset was also used and labeled as dataset ‘5’. These five datasets were treated as ‘blind test cases’, in which the user did not know the identities of the various test datasets. Each test dataset was used for molecular replacement with the lysozyme model (Cipriani et al., 2012), followed by a single round of refinement in PHENIX (Adams et al.,...
Figure 5. Three-dimensional profiles of the intensity of a single reflection over three consecutive diffraction patterns at −0.1°, 0°, and 0.1° degree tilts. The plots show the approximate dimensions of the full reflection with a width (full width at half maximum height) of 3–5 pixels in the x, y, and z direction.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.01345.009
error at higher resolutions and some correction algorithm will then have to be developed. It appears to be tolerable. It is possible that dynamic scattering will become a significant source of value and that at least for structure determination at 2.9 Å resolution such an error in intensity analyses suggest that multiple scattering contributes at maximum roughly 10% to the intensity.

Together, our two data sets was 0.63 from 6.0 to 13.5 Å (0.56 from 2.0–13.5 Å), indicating conservation of reflection hierarchy—strong intensities remain strong and weak intensities remain weak. Together, our experiments indicate that the extracted intensities are accurate enough to yield a reliable structure and that model bias originating from MR did not skew our results.

### Completeness and accuracy of the measured intensities in electron diffraction

Data sets collected in electron crystallography of 2D crystals suffer from a missing cone due to the limitation of the maximum achievable tilt angle in the TEM. Previous reports estimate that with tilt angles up to 60°, the missing cone is roughly 13% (Glaeser et al., 1989), and the resolution in plane is typically higher than the resolution perpendicular to the tilt axis (z°). In our experiments, because the data from 3 crystals were eventually used, and the orientation of each crystal on the grid varied, we could cover the full reciprocal space (Video 3).

Dynamic scattering likely introduces inaccuracies in the electron diffraction data. In electron diffraction, dynamic scattering (multi scattering events) could redistribute primary reflection intensities, reducing the accuracy of the intensity measurements by randomly contributing to the observed intensities (Grigorieff et al., 1996). The lysozyme crystals have P4_2_2 symmetry and systematic absences are expected at (2n+1,0,0). However, very weak reflections were observed at the positions where absences were expected (Figure 8). It is likely that these reflections originate from dynamic scattering events. We plotted the intensities along the a* and b* axes and compared the intensity values. The intensities of Miller indices (2n+1,0,0) were measured and compared to the intensities of the four immediately adjacent reflections (2n+2,1,0), (2n+2, −1,0), (2n−2,1,0), and (2n−2, −1,0). On average, the intensity in the systematic absences was found to be 4.9% of the total intensity of the adjacent spots. (Standard deviation 2.7%, Max 12.4%, n = 17). Moreover, comparison of our experimental intensities with intensities obtained by X-ray diffraction of lysozyme of the same crystal form indicates that our data follow a similar trend and are not dominated by intensity randomness. A Pearson correlation coefficient between the two data sets was 0.63 from 6.0 to 13.5 Å (0.56 from 2.0–13.5 Å), indicating conservation of reflection hierarchy—strong intensities remain strong and weak intensities remain weak. Together, our analyses suggest that multiple scattering contributes at maximum roughly 10% to the intensity value and that at least for structure determination at 2.9 Å resolution such an error in intensity appears to be tolerable. It is possible that dynamic scattering will become a significant source of error at higher resolutions and some correction algorithm will then have to be developed.

### Table 1. MicroED crystallographic data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data collection</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excitation voltage</td>
<td>200 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron source</td>
<td>Field emission gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (Å)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total electron dose per crystal</td>
<td>~9 e^- Å^c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patterns per crystal</td>
<td>40–90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. crystals used</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reflections to 2.9 Å</td>
<td>84,889</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data refinement

| Space group | P4_2_2 |
| Unit cell dimensions | a = b = 77 Å, c = 37 Å, α = β = γ = 90° |
| Resolution | 2.9–20.0 Å |
| Total unique reflections | 2490 |
| Reflections in working set | 2240 |
| Reflections in test set | 250 |
| Multiplicity* | 34 |
| Completeness (2.9–3.1) | 92% (57%) |
| \( R_{ave}/R_{free} (%) \) | 25.5/27.8 |
| RMSD bonds | 0.031 Å |
| RMSD angles | 1.587° |
| Ramachandran (%)† (allowed, generous, disallowed) | 99.1; 0.9; 0 |

*Multiplicity is defined as total measured reflections divided by number of unique reflections. †Statistics given by PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993). DOI: 10.7554/eLife.01345.010
Discussion

We present a method, ‘MicroED’, for structure determination by electron crystallography. It should be widely applicable to both soluble and membrane proteins as long as small, well-ordered crystals can be obtained. We have shown that diffraction data at atomic resolution can be collected and a structure determined from crystals that are up to 6 orders of magnitude smaller in volume than those typically used for X-ray crystallography.

For difficult targets such as membrane proteins and multi-protein complexes, screening often produces microcrystals that require a great deal of optimization before reaching the size required for X-ray crystallography. Sometimes such size optimization becomes an impassable barrier. Electron diffraction of microcrystals as described here offers an alternative, allowing this roadblock to be bypassed and data to be collected directly from the initial crystallization hits.

While our proof of principle is an important first step, further optimization of the method is required. Better programs need to be developed for accurately determining lattice parameters, indexing all reflections, extracting the intensities and correcting for incomplete intensities, dynamic scattering, and Ewald sphere curvature. Specifically, developing procedures for postrefinement (unit cell refinement, estimating the mosaic spread, rocking curve, etc) should allow for the proper correction and scaling of partially recorded reflections, leading to improved estimation of full intensities. Relatively minor modifications to existing programs such as MOSFLM (Leslie and Powell, 2007) should allow the handling of electron diffraction data from 3D crystals and take advantage of the large body of work already dedicated to processing X-ray diffraction data.

The accuracy of the microscope compustage can be improved and procedures for crystal or beam oscillation implemented. Our method of using the maximum intensity measurement as an approximation of the full intensity of any given spot is admittedly crude, as it depends on the intersection of the Ewald sphere through the center of each spot at some point in the tilt series. As the resolution increases, this event becomes increasingly unlikely. Crystal oscillation or related methods such as precession of the electron beam (Gjønnes et al., 1998) would allow more accurate determination of spot intensities, especially at very high resolutions.

Further development of various methods for phasing the diffraction data are also required and could possibly include heavy metal phasing. Such phasing methods are standard in X-ray crystallography and rely on differences in intensity values between a native data set and heavy metal derivative data sets. It is possible that in electron crystallography dynamic scattering could hinder phasing by such methods, and new algorithms will need to be developed to make this possible. Phase extension from projection maps or from low-resolution density maps can also be used for direct phasing (Gipson et al., 2011; Wischedehaisir and Gonen, 2011). It is also possible that single particle cryo-EM could be used for direct phasing as previously demonstrated where a low-resolution single particle map was used to phase X-ray diffraction data (Speir et al., 1995; Dodson, 2001; Xiong, 2008). Moreover, a double tilt cryo holder as well as newly developed goniometer-based grid holders could be used to cover more of the Fourier space. Finally this method could benefit from automation in data collection.

This first study serves as a proof of principle that three-dimensional electron diffraction can yield an accurate protein structure from microcrystals. As additional protocols and programs are developed, MicroED promises to advance the field of structural biology and open the door to many exciting new studies.
Materials and methods

Lysozyme crystallization and sample preparation

Lysozyme was purchased from Fisher Scientific and a 200 mg/ml solution was prepared in 50 mM sodium acetate pH 4.5. Lysozyme solution was mixed 1 to 1 with precipitant solution (3.5M sodium chloride; 15% PEG 5,000; 50 mM sodium acetate pH 4.5) and crystals were grown by the hanging drop method. Following the crystal formation, the sample was diluted three to five times in 5% PEG 200. A 5 μl drop of the crystal solution was applied to a quantifoil 2/2 holey-carbon copper EM grid. The grid was then blotted and vitrified by plunging into liquid ethane using a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI). The frozen-hydrated grid was loaded onto a Gatan 626 cryo-holder and transferred to a cryo-TEM.

Electron diffraction

All electron microscopy was performed on a FEI Tecnai F20 TEM equipped with a field emission electron source (FEG) and operating at 200 kV. Electron diffraction pattern tilt series data were recorded.
with a bottom mount TVIPS F416 4 k × 4 k CMOS camera with pixel size 15.6 μm using built in series exposure mode. The electron dose was kept below 0.01 e−/Å² per second, and each frame of a data set was taken with an exposure time of up to 10 s per frame. The electron dosage was calibrated with the use of a Faraday cage as well as by calibrating the counts on the CMOS detector in bright field mode. Each data set consisted of up to 90 still frames taken at 0.1–1° intervals with a maximum total dose of ~9e−/Å² per crystal. The camera length was optimized for the desired resolution as described previously (Gonen, 2013).

**Data processing**
Although our original intent was to perform all data analysis with existing X-ray crystallography software various incompatibilities and logistical roadblocks necessitated the development of some additional tools. Diffraction patterns were indexed and background subtracted intensities extracted and merged with in-house developed software implemented in python using methods adapted from those developed by Shi et al. (1998).

Briefly, measurements were made on images identified as major planes of the crystal with ImageJ and used to determine the approximate magnitudes of the unit cell vectors a*, b*, and c* and the angles between them (α, β, and γ). Subsequently, 100 to 350 spots were chosen across several images from each set of diffraction patterns. Vectors in reciprocal space were calculated for all of the selected spots. Difference vectors between spot vectors were calculated allowing vectors approximating the estimated unit cell lengths to be identified. The angles between potential unit cell vectors were calculated.
and ‘orthogonal triplets’ identified. Orthogonal triplets are defined as sets of vectors that contain a predicted \(a^*, b^*,\) and \(c^*\), which are all 90° from each other (\(\alpha = \beta = \gamma = 90°\) for this crystal). All sets of the orthogonal triplets were averaged to yield estimated \(a^*, b^*,\) and \(c^*\) vectors. The estimated \(a^*, b^*,\) and \(c^*\) vectors were then refined by identifying parallel difference vectors derived from the original selected spots with lengths that were multiples of the unit cell lengths.

The calculated unit cell vectors were then used to predict the spots in each diffraction pattern. Two reference spots were chosen for each image and their Miller indices calculated using the previously calculated unit cell vectors.

Table 2. Results of model validation and bias tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Molecular replacement result</th>
<th>TFZ</th>
<th>Final (R_{\text{free}}) (%)¶</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>No solution</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2†</td>
<td>Solution**</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3‡</td>
<td>No solution</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4§</td>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5#</td>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Random intensities.
†Shuffled Miller indices.
‡Calmodulin replaced intensities.
§Intensities ± 35%.
#Original data.
¶Final \(R_{\text{free}}\) after a minimum of two cycles of refinement.
**Solution was found; however, the space group was incorrect (P4_2_1).
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Table 3. Models for molecular replacement validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>Molecular weight (kDa)</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
<th>Unit cell dimensions</th>
<th>MR solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hen Egg White Lysozyme*</td>
<td>4AXT</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>P4_2_2</td>
<td>(a = b = 78.24) Å</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(c = 37.47) Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\alpha = \beta = \gamma = 90°)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Lysozyme†</td>
<td>2LZM</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>P3_12</td>
<td>(a = b = 61.20) Å</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(c = 96.80) Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\alpha = \beta = 90°)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\gamma = 120°)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calmodulin‡</td>
<td>3CLN</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>(a = 29.71) Å, (b = 53.79) Å, (c = 24.99) Å (\alpha = 94.13°, \beta = 97.57°, \gamma = 89.46°)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodecin§</td>
<td>4B2J</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>F4_32</td>
<td>(a = b = c = 142.90) Å</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αA Crystallin#</td>
<td>3L1E</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>P4_2_2</td>
<td>(a = b = 56.22) Å, (c = 68.66) Å, (\alpha = \beta = \gamma = 90°)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cipriani et al. (2012).
†Weaver and Matthews (1987).
‡Babu et al. (1988).
§Staudt et al. (2013).
#Laganowsky et al. (2010).
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Figure 8. Dynamic scattering in lysozyme 3D crystals. Intensity measurement along the a* axis of a raw diffraction pattern illustrating the relatively small contributions due to dynamic scattering. (A) Diffraction pattern from the major plane of a lysozyme crystal with visible intensity in the (2n+1,0,0) and (0,2n+1,0) Miller indices. (B) (2n+1, 0, 0) reflections (starred) are expected to be systematically absent and observed intensities at these indices are assumed to be the result of dynamic scattering. Image contrast was enhanced for clarity using ImageJ.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.01345.017
determined unit cell vectors. For every diffraction pattern, the vector normal to the detector plane was calculated as:

\[ \mathbf{r}_1 \times \mathbf{r}_2 = \mathbf{n} \]

where \( \mathbf{r}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{r}_2 \) are the vectors defined by the Miller indices from reference spots one and two, respectively, and \( \mathbf{n} \) is the resulting vector normal to the detector plane. Any reflection that appears on a given diffraction pattern will satisfy:

\[ \mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0 \]

where \( \mathbf{v} \) is any set of Miller indices. For any \( h, k, l \) that satisfied the above equation, within a defined threshold, that particular reflection was predicted to appear on the diffraction image, and its \( x, y \) detector coordinates on the diffraction pattern image were calculated.

Intensities for each predicted reflection were integrated by first drawing both a square and a circular mask centered on the reflection, with the diameter of the circle identical to the length of the square. The mean pixel intensity outside the circle but within the square was calculated yielding the mean background intensity. The mean background was then subtracted from each pixel within the circle, and the resulting pixel intensities were summed. All related intensities from three data sets were grouped based on \( P422 \) symmetry. The maximum value for each group of equivalent reflections was assumed to best approximate the full intensity and was used for that reflection in the final data set. Because each intensity measurement ultimately originated from a single observation, Sigl and SigF values were estimated as the square root of the intensity and square root of the structure factor, respectively. The final mtz file contains columns \( h, k, l, F, \) SIGF, I, SIGI. The final data set contained 2490 unique reflections from 2.9–20 Å with cumulative completeness of 92% (Table 1).

**Structure refinement**

Phaser (McCoy et al., 2007) was used to obtain phases with lysozyme structure 4AXT (Cipriani et al., 2012) as a MR search model (LLG = 372 and TFZ = 14.7). The structure was then refined using CNS (Brünger et al., 1998) and PHENIX (Adams et al., 2010) by rounds of rigid body, simulated annealing, and B-factor refinement. The \( R_{\text{free}} \) data set represented 10% of the total data set. The data were subjected to twinning analysis; however, twinning with this symmetry group is forbidden and therefore we ruled out twinning in our crystals. Electron scattering factors (Gonen et al., 2005) were used during refinement.

**Data deposition and software availability**

The structure factors and coordinates of the final model were deposited in the Protein Data Bank with accession code 3J4G. The in house developed program that was used for processing the MicroED data is available for download at http://www.github.com/gonenlab/microED.git.
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The structure of purified kinetochores reveals multiple microtubule-attachment sites

Shane Gonen1,2,6, Bungo Akiyoshi1,2,3,5,6, Matthew G Iadanza1,4,6, Dan Shi4, Nicole Duggan2, Sue Biggins2 & Tamir Gonen1,4

Chromosomes must be accurately partitioned to daughter cells to prevent aneuploidy, a hallmark of many tumors and birth defects. Kinetochores are the macromolecular machines that segregate chromosomes by maintaining load-bearing attachments to the dynamic tips of microtubules. Here, we present the structure of isolated budding-yeast kinetochore particles, as visualized by EM and electron tomography of negatively stained preparations. The kinetochore appears as an ~126-nm particle containing a large central hub surrounded by multiple outer globular domains. In the presence of microtubules, some particles also have a ring that encircles the microtubule. Our data, showing that kinetochores bind to microtubules via multivalent attachments, lay the foundation to uncover the key mechanical and regulatory mechanisms by which kinetochores control chromosome segregation and cell division.

Although a number of models have been proposed15–21, the structure of the kinetochore and the mechanism by which it attaches to microtubules is still not clear. Elegant fluorescence-microscopy studies have shown that the overall positioning and stoichiometry of kinetochore components is highly conserved9,17,18,22, leading to a proposal for overall kinetochore architecture (Fig. 1a). However, it has been difficult to obtain higher-resolution information about complete kinetochores. The prevailing picture from EM studies on vertebrate cells reveals that the kinetochore is a three-tiered structure23–26. More recent studies have visualized an outer-kinetochore network connected to microtubules, supporting a model whereby multiple weak attachment sites mediate coupling activity21. In one study, peeling microtubule protofilaments could be seen attached to fibrils at the inner kinetochore, which led to the proposal that these fibrils could couple chromosome movement to microtubule depolymerization20. The Dam1 complex forms rings around microtubules in vitro at high concentrations, supporting proposals that suggest rings as the major coupling mechanism27,28.

Visualization of the attachment state of kinetochores requires the isolation of large kinetochore assemblies that can be imaged at higher resolution. Although progress has been made in elucidating the structure of recombinant kinetochore subcomplexes, the subcomplexes have not yet been reconstituted into larger assemblies suitable for structural work. We previously developed an assay to purify native budding-yeast kinetochore particles that contain the majority of core structural components and, under force, can maintain attachments to microtubules29. Here we set out to analyze these assemblies by EM, in both the presence and absence of microtubules, to obtain information about their structure.
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RESULTS

Kinetochore particles contain a central hub surrounded by globular domains

Native kinetochore particles were isolated by affinity capture of the kinetochore component Dsn1-Flag on beads and were eluted with a Flag peptide. To avoid potential cell-cycle variability, kinetochores were purified from cells arrested in mitosis by the addition of the microtubule-depolymerizing drug benomyl. Eluates were negatively stained and imaged on an electron microscope. The largest structures visible on the grids were approximately 126 ± 13 nm in length, end to end (n = 88; Fig. 1b, arrows). Smaller particles (that may or may not represent kinetochore subcomplexes) were also visible in the background because of the low-stringency purification conditions needed to maintain functional and intact kinetochores (Fig. 1b). As a negative control, we purified Dsn1-Flag from ndc80-1 mutant cells with abolished kinetochore function. We previously found that these particles cannot bind to microtubules and lack most of the outer kinetochore, as assayed by silver-stained SDS-PAGE. Consistent with this, large particles were not detected in these eluates, and we instead observed material of variable size and shape on the grids for the ndc80-1 samples (Supplementary Fig. 1). Additional controls were prepared from cells lacking a Flag epitope–tagged protein or expressing the Alk1-Flag protein that does not associate with kinetochores. The large particles were

Figure 1 Kinetochore particles contain a central hub surrounded by a number of globular domains. (a) A model for the budding-yeast kinetochore shows that multiple copies of the Dam1, Ndc80, KNL-1 (Spc105) and Mis12 kinetochore subcomplexes mediate binding of the chromosome (blue) to the microtubule. The inner kinetochore contains one or more copies of the Cse4, COMA, CBF3 and Mif2 subcomplexes. (b) A field of kinetochore particles in microtubule-polymerization buffer was visualized by EM of negatively stained preparations. Five particles (arrows) and other small material are apparent. Note that two particles are touching. Scale bar, 200 nm. (c) Images of representative compact kinetochore particles in microtubule-polymerization buffer with lower salt. The globular domains on a single particle in the top panel are numbered. Scale bar, 150 nm. (d) The particles are more extended in higher-salt buffer used for purification. Additional particles are presented in Supplementary Figure 1.

Figure 2 Kinetochore particles bound to taxol-stabilized microtubules. (a) Representative images of fragments of kinetochore particles (56 nm long) bound to taxol-stabilized microtubules reveal a rod with a kink connected to a ring on one end and a globular domain on the opposite end. (b) Large kinetochore particles (126 nm long) bind to microtubules through globular domains and an additional extension rod (arrow) that emanates from one of the globular domains. (c) Large kinetochore particles bind to microtubules through multiple globular domains and contain an extension that connects to a ring. Scale bar, 200 nm. (d) Two selected images of kinetochores at the tip of taxol-stabilized microtubules. Globular domains extending 50 nm from the central hub bind to the microtubules and are connected to a distal ring 50 nm away. Scale bar, 200 nm. Cartoons at right schematize the key features of the images.
missing from these controls, consistent with the initial identification of the large structures as kinetochore particles (data not shown).

The kinetochores contained a 37 ± 3–nm central hub (n = 72) surrounded by a number of globular domains of variable shape and with an average diameter of 21 ± 2 nm (n = 97, Fig. 1b–d, Supplementary Fig. 1). We analyzed the appearance of the kinetochores in two different buffer conditions and found that they appear more compact when incubated in a lower-salt buffer compatible with microtubule polymerization (Fig. 1c). The majority of kinetochores (n = 54) contained five globular domains, although particles with as many as seven globular domains (n = 7) were also seen (Fig. 1c,d, Supplementary Table 1). Particles visualized in buffer containing a higher salt concentration appeared more extended and had a maximum of five globular domains radiating (Fig. 1d). These data suggest that the particles either lose structural integrity at high salt concentrations or are structurally flexible and can undergo large conformational rearrangements. All of the measurements reported in the manuscript were therefore performed on particles that had been incubated in the lower-salt microtubule-polymerization buffer.

Kinetochore assemblies bound to microtubules

We next visualized the kinetochore particles bound to microtubules. When taxol-stabilized microtubules were incubated with Flag eluate, distinct assemblies became enriched on the microtubules (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2). One observed assembly contained a rod-shaped structure oriented parallel to the microtubule, with globular domains on one end and a ring-like structure oriented orthogonally to the microtubule at the opposite end (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Table 2). The average length of the complex from the ring-like structure to each globular domain was 56 ± 4 nm (n = 128). The ring-like structure had an average outer diameter of 50 ± 3 nm (n = 99; Supplementary Table 2). There was a kink in the rod an average of 25 ± 2 nm (n = 67) away from the ring (Fig. 2a, arrow), and the globular domains often appeared to contact the microtubule.

The other assemblies detected on microtubules contained the 126-nm structures bound to microtubules in either the absence (Fig. 2b) or presence (Fig. 2c) of the ring-like structure shown in Figure 2a. In both cases, at least two of the globular domains that radiated from the central hub appeared to contact the microtubule, suggesting that these domains contain microtubule-binding elements of the kinetochore. The contacts between the globular domains and the microtubules were more apparent in the three-dimensional tomographic reconstructions (Fig. 3 and see below). In sharp contrast, the central hub never appeared to contact the microtubule directly. When the ring-like structure was missing, a rod structure that appeared similar to the rod in Figure 2a could be seen extending from the 126-nm particle (Fig. 2b, arrow). When a ring-like structure was present, this rod touched it in a similar fashion as in the assemblies shown in Figure 2a. It is therefore most likely that the assemblies in Figure 2a result from a portion of the larger particle falling off the microtubule or else represent a subset of smaller microtubule-binding kinetochore assemblies present in the eluate.

We also observed a few kinetochores at microtubule tips (Fig. 2d). In these cases, binding was only observed in the presence of a ring-like structure (n = 8). The structure was similar to the lateral attachments shown in Figure 2c because they also contained a ring connected to a rod with a large globular domain. However, the particle appeared to extend an additional ~50 nm from the globular domains to the tip of the microtubule. This suggests that the linkage between globular...
domains and the central hub is flexible, and globular domains can extend outward from the central hub, consistent with our observation that the particles may possess flexible elements (Fig. 1c,d).

Particles purified from mutants lack kinetochore structure
We next attempted to assign elements of the kinetochore to specific kinetochore subcomplexes. Repeated attempts at defining components by immunogold labeling and negative-stain EM have so far not been successful (data not shown), so we used temperature-sensitive kinetochore-protein mutants to analyze the corresponding changes in appearance, as an alternative approach. In eluates from wild-type cells, 13% of the large particles (n = 410) bound to microtubules also contained a ring-like structure; in contrast, although particles purified from dad1-1 mutant cells that are defective in the Dam1 complex32 were visually indistinguishable from wild-type particles in the absence of microtubules, they completely lacked ring-like structures when bound to microtubules (n = 175, Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. 1). The lack of the ring-like structure in the dad1-1 mutant particles bound to microtubules is statistically significant (P = 0.001) and strongly suggests that the rings correspond to the Dam1 complex. Consistent with this, previous studies have determined that the Dam1 complex is not required for lateral attachments to microtubules in vivo33 or for kinetochore particles to bind to microtubules in vitro28. Eluates from ndc80-1 mutant cells lacked all of the microtubule-binding complexes that were visualized with wild-type particles in Figure 2 (Supplementary Fig. 1). Whereas wild-type eluates showed 0.68 particles per micrometer of microtubule (335 particles on a total of 493 μm observed), there were virtually none found for ndc80-1 cells (three particles on a total of 585 μm observed), a difference that is highly statistically significant (P < 0.0001) and consistent with the role of the outer kinetochore in making microtubule attachments.

Tomography reveals rings encircling the microtubule
We next used electron tomography and image processing to calculate the three-dimensional reconstruction of two particles representative of those shown (Fig. 2a,c, Fig. 3 and Supplementary Movies 1 and 2). Slices through these data identify at least two prominent features. First, a ring encircles the microtubule. Although it is not clear whether all the ring-like structures we observe by EM fully encircle the microtubule, these particles at least contain complete rings around the microtubule (Fig. 3, blue arrowheads). Second, although only two rod-like structures were observed in projection (Fig. 3a,b), multiple rod-like structures were connected to the ring-like structure in the tomogram. Although the stain flattens the assemblies so volumes for each component cannot be calculated accurately, the rods appear to be relatively evenly spaced around the ring-like structure.

DISCUSSION
Here, we describe the structure of isolated kinetochore particles from budding yeast. The general architecture reveals a central hub surrounded by globular domains. When microtubules are present, at least one globular domain and an extension emanating from it make contact with the microtubule lattice. The extension is not seen in the absence of microtubules, which is consistent with a dynamic change in kinetochore structure in the presence of microtubules.

We propose the following model to describe the kinetochore particles we visualized by EM (Fig. 4). Recombinant Dam1 complex forms rings with an outer diameter of 50 nm27,28 around microtubules, similar to the ring-like structures we observe in the presence of microtubules. These ring-like structures were never seen on the particles in the absence of microtubules, consistent with the substoichiometric amounts of Dam1-complex proteins in our kinetochore preparations and the requirement for microtubules in loading Dam1 on kinetochores12,29.

It is likely that there is either soluble or kinetochore-bound Dam1 that nucleates ring-like structures around microtubules at very low concentrations in the presence of other kinetochore components. Given that Dam1 facilitates the function of the conserved Ndc80 complex on microtubules34,35, we propose that the extended rod-shaped structure connected to the ring is Ndc80. Consistent with this, the ends of the Ndc80 complex extend away from each other in the presence of microtubules in vivo18. The average length of the rod we observed is 56 nm, and the rod contains a kink, similar to what was observed for recombinant Ndc80 complex36,37. Although the kink we observed is in a different average position than for recombinant Ndc80 complexes, our measurements were made in the presence of microtubules in the context of larger assemblies. When the orientation in vivo of the Ndc80 complex relative to the Dam1 ring is taken into account17, the Nuf2-Ndc80 head of the Ndc80 complex would be positioned at the ring. At this time, the resolution is not high enough for us to determine whether the head is interior or exterior to the ring, although our tomographic reconstructions suggest that the latter may be true. Our data are consistent with the possibility that the Ndc80 CH domain, rather than the Ndc80 loop, interacts with Dam1 (ref. 38). This orientation means that the large globular entities at the opposite end of the rods would contain the Spc24 and Spc25 proteins; however, additional proteins must also be present to account for the size of the globular domain. We therefore propose that components of the Mis12 and/or KNL-1 subcomplexes that are known to bind to the Ndc80 complex to form KMN10, which contains the core microtubule-binding activity of the kinetochore, are located in these large globular domains. In this model, KMN would contain two microtubule-binding sites, one composed of the Ndc80-Nuf2 head that can be seen extending from a subset of the globular domains to touch the microtubule, and the other containing Spc24 and Spc25 bound to Mis12–KNL-1 complexes. This model is consistent with the cooperative microtubule-binding behavior of KMN10. Given that the central hub never appears to associate with the microtubule, we propose that the chromosomal
attachment site is mediated through this region. To date, we have not visualized nucleic acid in the particles by EM. At this time, it is not possible to estimate the stoichiometry of components within the particles, but we favor the possibility that each globular domain represents a single KMN complex. In the future, it will be important to identify the position of each kinetochore protein within the particles to determine the precise architecture of the structures.

In summary, we have visualized isolated kinetochore particles and found that they appear as 126-nm particles containing a central hub with multiple outer globular domains. Our images exhibit some similarity to tomograms of laterally attached vertebrate kinetochores in vivo\(^3\). Because two or more of the globular domains bind to the microtubule, kinetochores appear to interact with microtubules via multivalent attachments that are flexible to move along microtubules, consistent with a biased diffusion mechanism\(^25\). We propose that when the particle is bound to a chromosome and the tip of a dynamic microtubule, a greater number of globular domains might bind to the microtubule to stabilize the interaction and maintain larger forces (Fig. 4). In this case, the distance from the central hub to the outer region of the kinetochore would be consistent with measurements of tip-attached kinetochores in vivo\(^24\). The filaments observed at the ends of kinetochore microtubules in vivo\(^20\) could correspond to the rod-like structures we have observed along the microtubules or to connections between the globular domains and the central hub. Because yeast kinetochores bind to a single microtubule, a ring-based mechanism likely ensures processivity and the distance from the central hub to the outer region of the kinetochore is bound to a chromosome and the tip of a dynamic microtubule, a single microtubule, a ring-based mechanism likely ensures processivity.

ONLINE METHODS

**Yeast strains, plasmids and microbial techniques.** Media and genetic and microbial techniques were performed essentially as described. For temperature-sensitive mutants, cells were shifted to 37 °C for 3 h. Yeast strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table 4. The 3× Flag epitope–tag strains were made using a PCR-based integration system and were confirmed by PCR. Specific primer sequences are available upon request.

**Isolation of kinetochore particles.** Native kinetochore particles were isolated from budding yeast as described. Briefly, 2 liters of yeast cells (SBY8253 or relevant strain) expressing Dan1-Flag or Dan1-His-Flag were arrested in mitosis with 60 μg/ml of the microtubule-depolymerizing drug benomyl for 3 h and harvested. Cells were lysed in Buffer H (25 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, 2 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 150 mM KCl, 15% glycerol and 0.1% NP-40) supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors, and kinetochore particles were captured with anti-Flag antibodies and eluted with 40 μl of Buffer H containing 0.5 mg/ml Flag peptide. The eluted material was used directly for negative-stain EM studies as described below (note that this buffer resulted in less-compact structures, as shown in Fig. 1d). Alternatively, the eluate was prepared for microtubule-binding experiments as described below (note that these kinetochore appeared more compact, as shown in Fig. 1c). All measurements in the paper were performed on particles that had been incubated for microtubule-binding experiments.

**EM and image processing.** All samples were prepared for negative-stain EM as previously described, with the following modifications. A 3-μl drop of Flag eluate was applied to a negatively charged carbon-coated copper grid (Gilder 400 or 200 mesh) for 20 s and washed with a single drop of water, followed by two drops of freshly prepared 0.75% uranyl formate. Samples containing microtubules were treated similarly but were applied to positively charged copper grids. Specimens were screened on either a 100-kV transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Morgagni, FEI) or a 120-kV TEM (Spirit T12, FEI). Images were recorded using a Gatan slow-scan 4,000 × 4,000 bottom-mount CCD with a pixel size of 4.3 Å at the sample level (52,000×). Tilt series were recorded from −70° to +70° with an increment of 2° at 2 μm defocus. Three-dimensional reconstructions were calculated using Amira (v 5.3.1) and IMOD (v. 4.1.9) software.

**Microtubule-binding experiments.** Taxol-stabilized microtubules were prepared freshly as described. A 200-μl aliquot was centrifuged at 58,000 r.p.m. (Beckman TLA 100.1 rotor) at 37 °C for 10 min. The supernatant was decanted, and the pellet was used for microtubule-kinetochore binding experiments as follows. Two μl of Dan1-Flag eluate was mixed with 7 μl of the microtubule pellet and incubated at RT for 10 min. The sample was then diluted with 200 μl warm BTAX (80 mM PIPES, pH 6.9, 1 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM EGTA and 10 μM Taxol, 37 °C). Grids for EM were prepared as described above. Note that excess tubulin dimers could be seen on the grids, owing to the microtubule polymerization buffer. Images were recorded on a CCD camera using either the 100-kV TEM or the 120-kV TEM at a nominal magnification range of 14,000×–36,000× at the specimen level. Measurements were taken either in the Digital Micrograph suite (Gatan, v. 1.71.38) or ImageJ (v. 1.43).

**Quantification of microtubule binding.** A total of 100 microtubules (for the dad1-1 mutant) or 200 microtubules (for wild type and ndc80-1), ranging in size from 0.5 to 9 microns, were assayed for the number of large particles bound in the presence or absence of a ring (Supplementary Table 3). Eluates from SBY9047 or SBY7441 were used for all microtubule-binding experiments with wild-type kinetochore particles.